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Roman Yampolskiy: Dangers of Superintelligent AI | Lex Fridman Podc…

Introduction

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:00:00) If we create general superintelligences, I don’t see a good outcome long-term

for humanity. So there is X-risk, existential risk, everyone’s dead. There is S-risk, suZer-

ing risks, where everyone wishes they were dead. We have also idea for I-risk, ikigai

risks, where we lost our meaning. The systems can be more creative. They can do all

the jobs. It’s not obvious what you have to contribute to a world where superintelli-

gence exists. Of course, you can have all the variants you mentioned, where we are

safe, we are kept alive, but we are not in control. We are not deciding anything. We’re

like animals in a zoo. There is, again, possibilities we can come up with as very smart

humans and then possibilities something a thousand times smarter can come up with

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NNr6gPelJ3E
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NNr6gPelJ3E&t=0


for reasons we cannot comprehend.

Lex Fridman

(00:00:54) The following is a conversation with Roman Yampolskiy, an AI safety and se-

curity researcher and author of a new book titled AI: Unexplainable, Unpredictable, Un-

controllable. He argues that there’s almost 100% chance that AGI will eventually de-

stroy human civilization. As an aside, let me say that I’ll have many often technical con-

versations on the topic of AI, often with engineers building the state-of-the-art AI sys-

tems. I would say those folks put the infamous P(doom) or the probability of AGI killing

all humans at around one to 20%, but it’s also important to talk to folks who put that

value at 70, 80, 90, and is in the case of Roman, at 99.99 and many more nines percent.

(00:01:46) I’m personally excited for the future and believe it will be a good one in part

because of the amazing technological innovation we humans create, but we must abso-

lutely not do so with blinders on ignoring the possible risks, including existential risks

of those technologies. That’s what this conversation is about. This is the Lex Fridman

podcast. To support it, please check out our sponsors in the description. Now dear

friends, here’s Roman Yampolskiy.

Existential risk of AGI

(00:02:20) What to you is the probability that super intelligent AI will destroy all human

civilization?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:02:26) What’s the timeframe?

Lex Fridman

(00:02:27) Let’s say a hundred years, in the next hundred years.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:02:30) So the problem of controlling AGI or superintelligence in my opinion, is like a

problem of creating a perpetual safety machine. By analogy with perpetual motion ma-

chine, it’s impossible. Yeah, we may succeed and do good job with GPT-5, six, seven,

but they just keep improving, learning, eventually self-modifying, interacting with the

environment, interacting with malevolent actors. The diZerence between cybersecurity,

narrow AI safety and safety for general AI for superintelligence, is that we don’t get a

second chance. With cybersecurity, somebody hacks your account, what’s the big deal?

You get a new password, new credit card, you move on. Here, if we’re talking about ex-

https://youtube.com/watch?v=NNr6gPelJ3E&t=54
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NNr6gPelJ3E&t=106
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NNr6gPelJ3E&t=140
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=NNr6gPelJ3E&t=150


istential risks, you only get one chance. So you are really asking me what are the

chances that we’ll create the most complex software ever on the _rst try with zero bugs

and it’ll continue to have zero bugs for a hundred years or more.

Lex Fridman

(00:03:38) So there is an incremental improvement of systems leading up to AGI. To

you, it doesn’t matter if we can keep those safe. There’s going to be one level of system

at which you cannot possibly control it.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:03:57) I don’t think we so far have made any system safe at the level of capability

they display. They already have made mistakes. We had accidents. They’ve been jail

broken. I don’t think there is a single large language model today, which no one was

successful at making do something developers didn’t intend it to do.

Lex Fridman

(00:04:21) There’s a diZerence between getting it to do something unintended, getting

it to do something that’s painful, costly, destructive, and something that’s destructive to

the level of hurting billions of people or hundreds of millions of people, billions of peo-

ple, or the entirety of human civilization. That’s a big leap.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:04:39) Exactly, but the systems we have today have capability of causing X amount

of damage. So when we fail, that’s all we get. If we develop systems capable of impact-

ing all of humanity, all of universe, the damage is proportionate.

Lex Fridman

(00:04:55) What to you are the possible ways that such mass murder of humans can

happen?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:05:03) It’s always a wonderful question. So one of the chapters in my new book is

about unpredictability. I argue that we cannot predict what a smarter system will do. So

you’re really not asking me how superintelligence will kill everyone. You’re asking me

how I would do it. I think it’s not that interesting. I can tell you about the standard nan-

otech, synthetic, bio, nuclear. Superintelligence will come up with something complete-

ly new, completely super. We may not even recognize that as a possible path to achieve

that goal.

Lex Fridman
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(00:05:36) So there is an unlimited level of creativity in terms of how humans could be

killed, but we could still investigate possible ways of doing it. Not how to do it, but at

the end, what is the methodology that does it. Shutting oZ the power and then humans

start killing each other maybe, because the resources are really constrained. Then

there’s the actual use of weapons like nuclear weapons or developing arti_cial

pathogens, viruses, that kind of stuZ. We could still think through that and defend

against it. There’s a ceiling to the creativity of mass murder of humans here. The op-

tions are limited.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:06:21) They’re limited by how imaginative we are. If you are that much smarter, that

much more creative, you’re capable of thinking across multiple domains, do novel re-

search in physics and biology, you may not be limited by those tools. If squirrels were

planning to kill humans, they would have a set of possible ways of doing it, but they

would never consider things we can come up.

Lex Fridman

(00:06:42) So are you thinking about mass murder and destruction of human civiliza-

tion or are you thinking of with squirrels, you put them in a zoo and they don’t really

know they’re in a zoo? If we just look at the entire set of undesirable trajectories, major-

ity of them are not going to be death. Most of them are going to be just things like

brave new world where the squirrels are fed dopamine and they’re all doing some fun

activity and the _re, the soul of humanity is lost because of the drug that’s fed to it, or

literally in a zoo. We’re in a zoo, we’re doing our thing, we’re playing a game of Sims,

and the actual players playing that game are AI systems. Those are all undesirable be-

cause the free will. The _re of human consciousness is dimmed through that process,

but it’s not killing humans. So are you thinking about that or is the biggest concern liter-

ally the extinctions of humans?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:07:45) I think about a lot of things. So that is X-risk, existential risk, everyone’s dead.

There is S-risk, suZering risks, where everyone wishes they were dead. We have also

idea for I-risk, ikigai risks, where we lost our meaning. The systems can be more cre-

ative. They can do all the jobs. It’s not obvious what you have to contribute to a world

where superintelligence exists. Of course, you can have all the variants you mentioned

where we are safe, we’re kept alive, but we are not in control. We’re not deciding any-

thing. We’re like animals in a zoo. There is, again, possibilities we can come up with as

very smart humans and then possibilities, something a thousand times smarter can

https://youtube.com/watch?v=NNr6gPelJ3E&t=336
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NNr6gPelJ3E&t=381
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come up with for reasons we cannot comprehend.

Ikigai risk

Lex Fridman

(00:08:33) I would love to dig into each of those X-risk, S-risk, and I-risk. So can you

linger on I-risk? What is that?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:08:42) So Japanese concept of ikigai, you _nd something which allows you to make

money. You are good at it and the society says we need it. So you have this awesome

job. You are podcaster gives you a lot of meaning. You have a good life. I assume you’re

happy. That’s what we want more people to _nd, to have. For many intellectuals, it is

their occupation, which gives them a lot of meaning. I’m a researcher, philosopher,

scholar. That means something to me In a world where an artist is not feeling appreci-

ated, because his art is just not competitive with what is produced by machines or a

writer or scientist will lose a lot of that. At the lower level, we’re talking about complete

technological unemployment. We’re not losing 10% of jobs. We’re losing all jobs. What

do people do with all that free time? What happens then? Everything society is built on

is completely modi_ed in one generation. It’s not a slow process where we get to _gure

out how to live that new lifestyle, but it’s pretty quick.

Lex Fridman

(00:09:56) In that world, can’t humans do what humans currently do with chess, play

each other, have tournaments, even though AI systems are far superior this time in

chess? So we just create arti_cial games, or for us they’re real. Like the Olympics and

we do all kinds of diZerent competitions and have fun. Maximize the fun and let the AI

focus on the productivity.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:10:24) It’s an option. I have a paper where I try to solve the value alignment prob-

lem for multiple agents and the solution to avoid compromise is to give everyone a per-

sonal virtual universe. You can do whatever you want in that world. You could be king.

You could be slave. You decide what happens. So it’s basically a glori_ed video game

where you get to enjoy yourself and someone else takes care of your needs and the

substrate alignment is the only thing we need to solve. We don’t have to get 8 billion

humans to agree on anything.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=NNr6gPelJ3E&t=513
https://youtube.com/watch?v=NNr6gPelJ3E&t=522
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Lex Fridman

(00:10:55) Okay. So why is that not a likely outcome? Why can’t the AI systems create

video games for us to lose ourselves in each with an individual video game universe?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:11:08) Some people say that’s what happened. We’re in a simulation.

Lex Fridman

(00:11:12) We’re playing that video game and now we’re creating what… Maybe we’re

creating arti_cial threats for ourselves to be scared about, because fear is really excit-

ing. It allows us to play the video game more vigorously.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:11:26) Some people choose to play on a more dincult level with more constraints.

Some say, okay, I’m just going to enjoy the game high privilege level. Absolutely.

Lex Fridman

(00:11:35) Okay, what was that paper on multi-agent value alignment?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:11:38) Personal universes.

Lex Fridman

(00:11:43) So that’s one of the possible outcomes, but what in general is the idea of the

paper? So it’s looking at multiple agents. They’re human AI, like a hybrid system,

whether it’s humans and AIs or is it looking at humans or just intelligent agents?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:11:55) In order to solve value alignment problem, I’m trying to formalize it a little

better. Usually we’re talking about getting AIs to do what we want, which is not well-de-

_ned are we’re talking about creator of a system, owner of that AI, humanity as a

whole, but we don’t agree on much. There is no universally accepted ethics, morals

across cultures, religions. People have individually very diZerent preferences politically

and such. So even if we somehow managed all the other aspects of it, programming

those fuzzy concepts in, getting AI to follow them closely, we don’t agree on what to

program in.

(00:12:33) So my solution was, okay, we don’t have to compromise on room tempera-

ture. You have your universe, I have mine, whatever you want, and if you like me, you

can invite me to visit your universe. We don’t have to be independent, but the point is

https://youtube.com/watch?v=NNr6gPelJ3E&t=655
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you can be, and virtual reality is getting pretty good. It’s going to hit a point where you

can’t tell the diZerence, and if you can’t tell if it’s real or not, what’s the diZerence?

Lex Fridman

(00:12:55) So basically give up on value alignment, create the multiverse theory. This is

create an entire universe for you with your values.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:13:04) You still have to align with that individual. They have to be happy in that sim-

ulation, but it’s a much easier problem to align with one agent versus 8 billion agents

plus animals, aliens.

Lex Fridman

(00:13:15) So you convert the multi-agent problem into a single agent problem basical-

ly?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:13:19) I’m trying to do that. Yeah.

Lex Fridman

(00:13:24) Okay. So okay, that’s giving up on the value alignment problem. Well, is there

any way to solve the value alignment problem where there’s a bunch of humans, multi-

ple humans, tens of humans or 8 billion humans that have very diZerent set of values?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:13:41) It seems contradictory. I haven’t seen anyone explain what it means outside

of words, which pack a lot, make it good, make it desirable, make it something they

don’t regret. How do you speci_cally formalize those notions? How do you program

them in? I haven’t seen anyone make progress on that so far.

Lex Fridman

(00:14:03) Isn’t that the whole optimization journey that we’re doing as a human civiliza-

tion? We’re looking at geopolitics. Nations are in a state of anarchy with each other.

They start wars, there’s conoict, and oftentimes they have a very diZerent views of

what is good and what is evil. Isn’t that what we’re trying to _gure out, just together try-

ing to converge towards that? So we’re essentially trying to solve the value alignment

problem with humans

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:14:32) Fight, but the examples you gave, some of them are, for example, two diZer-

ent religions saying this is our holy site and we are not willing to compromise it in any

https://youtube.com/watch?v=NNr6gPelJ3E&t=775
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way. If you can make two holy sites in virtual worlds, you solve the problem, but if you

only have one, it’s not divisible. You’re stuck there.

Lex Fridman

(00:14:50) What if we want to be at tension with each other, and through that tension,

we understand ourselves and we understand the world. So that’s the intellectual jour-

ney we’re on as a human civilization, is we create intellectual and physical conoict and

through that _gure stuZ out.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:15:08) If we go back to that idea of simulation, and this is entertainment giving

meaning to us, the question is how much suZering is reasonable for a video game? So

yeah, I don’t mind a video game where I get haptic feedback. There is a little bit of shak-

ing. Maybe I’m a little scared. I don’t want a game where kids are tortured literally. That

seems unethical, at least by our human standards.

Lex Fridman

(00:15:34) Are you suggesting it’s possible to remove suZering if we’re looking at human

civilization as an optimization problem?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:15:40) So we know there are some humans who, because of a mutation, don’t expe-

rience physical pain. So at least physical pain can be mutated out, re-engineered out.

SuZering in terms of meaning, like you burn the only copy of my book, is a little harder.

Even there, you can manipulate your hedonic set point, you can change defaults, you

can reset. Problem with that is if you start messing with your reward channel, you start

wireheading and end up blissing out a little too much.

Lex Fridman

(00:16:15) Well, that’s the question. Would you really want to live in a world where

there’s no suZering as a dark question? Is there some level of suZering that reminds us

of what this is all for?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:16:29) I think we need that, but I would change the overall range. So right now it’s

negative in_nity to positive in_nity pain-pleasure axis. I would make it like zero to posi-

tive in_nity and being unhappy is like I’m close to zero.

SuAering risk
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Lex Fridman

(00:16:44) Okay, so what’s S-risk? What are the possible things that you’re imagining

with S-risk? So mass suZering of humans, what are we talking about there caused by

AGI?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:16:54) So there are many malevolent actors. We can talk about psychopaths, cra-

zies, hackers, doomsday cults. We know from history they tried killing everyone. They

tried on purpose to cause maximum amount of damage, terrorism. What if someone

malevolent wants on-purpose to torture all humans as long as possible? You solve ag-

ing. So now you have functional immortality and you just try to be as creative as you

can.

Lex Fridman

(00:17:23) Do you think there is actually people in human history that try to literally

maximize human suZering? In just studying people who have done evil in the world, it

seems that they think that they’re doing good and it doesn’t seem like they’re trying to

maximize suZering. They just cause a lot of suZering as a side eZect of doing what they

think is good.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:17:47) So there are diZerent malevolent agents. Some may be just gaining personal

bene_t and sacri_cing others to that cause. Others we know for eZect trying to kill as

many people as possible. When we look at recent school shootings, if they had more

capable weapons, they would take out not dozens, but thousands, millions, billions.

Lex Fridman

(00:18:14) Well, we don’t know that, but that is a terrifying possibility and we don’t want

to _nd out. If terrorists had access to nuclear weapons, how far would they go? Is there

a limit to what they’re willing to do? Your sense is there is some malevolent actors

where there’s no limit?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:18:36) There is mental diseases where people don’t have empathy, don’t have this

human quality of understanding suZering in others.

Lex Fridman

(00:18:50) Then there’s also a set of beliefs where you think you’re doing good by killing

a lot of humans.
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Roman Yampolskiy

(00:18:57) Again, I would like to assume that normal people never think like that.

There’s always some sort of psychopaths, but yeah.

Lex Fridman

(00:19:03) To you, AGI systems can carry that and be more competent at executing that.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:19:11) They can certainly be more creative. They can understand human biology

better understand, understand our molecular structure, genome. Again, a lot of times

torture ends, then individual dies. That limit can be removed as well.

Lex Fridman

(00:19:28) So if we’re actually looking at X-Risk and S-Risk, as the systems get more and

more intelligent, don’t you think it is possible to anticipate the ways they can do it and

defend against it like we do with the cybersecurity will do security systems?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:19:43) Right. We can de_nitely keep up for a while. I’m saying you cannot do it indef-

initely. At some point, the cognitive gap is too big. The surface you have to defend is

in_nite, but attackers only need to _nd one exploit.

Lex Fridman

(00:20:01) So to you eventually this is we’re heading oZ a cliZ?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:20:05) If we create general superintelligences, I don’t see a good outcome long-term

for humanity. The only way to win this game is not to play it.

Timeline to AGI

Lex Fridman

(00:20:14) Okay, we’ll talk about possible solutions and what not playing it means, but

what are the possible timelines here to you? What are we talking about? We’re talking

about a set of years, decades, centuries, what do you think?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:20:27) I don’t know for sure. The prediction markets right now are saying 2026 for

AGI. I heard the same thing from CEO of Anthropic DeepMind. So maybe we’re two

years away, which seems very soon given we don’t have a working safety mechanism in
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place or even a prototype for one. There are people trying to accelerate those time-

lines, because they feel we’re not getting there quick enough.

Lex Fridman

(00:20:51) Well, what do you think they mean when they say AGI?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:20:55) So the de_nitions we used to have, and people are modifying them a little bit

lately, arti_cial general intelligence was a system capable of performing in any domain

a human could perform. So you’re creating this average arti_cial person. They can do

cognitive labor, physical labor where you can get another human to do it. Superintelli-

gence was de_ned as a system which is superior to all humans in all domains. Now

people are starting to refer to AGI as if it’s superintelligence. I made a post recently

where I argued, for me at least, if you average out over all the common human tasks,

those systems are already smarter than an average human. So under that de_nition we

have it. Shane Legg has this de_nition of where you’re trying to win in all domains.

That’s what intelligence is. Now, are they smarter than elite individuals in certain do-

mains? Of course not. They’re not there yet, but the progress is exponential.

Lex Fridman

(00:21:54) See, I’m much more concerned about social engineering. So to me, AI’s ability

to do something in the physical world, like the lowest hanging fruit, the easiest set of

methods, is by just getting humans to do it. It’s going to be much harder to be the virus-

es to take over the minds of robots where the robots are executing the commands. It

just seems like social engineering of humans is much more likely.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:22:27) That will be enough to bootstrap the whole process.

Lex Fridman

(00:22:31) Just to linger on the term AGI, what to you is the diZerence between AGI and

human level intelligence?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:22:39) Human level is general in the domain of expertise of humans. We know how

to do human things. I don’t speak dog language. I should be able to pick it up if I’m a

general intelligence. It’s an inferior animal. I should be able to learn that skill, but I can’t.

A general intelligence, truly universal general intelligence, should be able to do things

like that humans cannot do.
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Lex Fridman

(00:23:00) To be able to talk to animals, for example?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:23:02) To solve pattern recognition problems of that type to have similar things out-

side of our domain of expertise, because it’s just not the world we live in.

Lex Fridman

(00:23:15) If we just look at the space of cognitive abilities we have, I just would love to

understand what the limits are beyond which an AGI system can reach. What does that

look like? What about actual mathematical thinking or scienti_c innovation, that kind of

stuZ.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:23:37) We know calculators are smarter than humans in that narrow domain of ad-

dition.

Lex Fridman

(00:23:43) Is it humans plus tools versus AGI or just human, raw human intelligence?

Because humans create tools and with the tools they become more intelligent, so

there’s a gray area there, what it means to be human when we’re measuring their intel-

ligence.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:23:59) So then I think about it, I usually think human with a paper and a pencil, not

human with internet and another AI helping.

Lex Fridman

(00:24:07) Is that a fair way to think about it? Because isn’t there another de_nition of

human level intelligence that includes the tools that humans create?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:24:14) We create AI. So at any point you’ll still just add superintelligence to human

capability. That seems like cheating.

Lex Fridman

(00:24:21) No controllable tools. There is an implied leap that you’re making when AGI

goes from tool to a entity that can make its own decisions. So if we de_ne human level

intelligence as everything a human can do with fully controllable tools.

Roman Yampolskiy
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(00:24:41) It seems like a hybrid of some kind. You’re now doing brain computer inter-

faces. You’re connecting it to maybe narrow AIs. Yeah, it de_nitely increases our capa-

bilities.

AGI turing test

Lex Fridman

(00:24:51) So what’s a good test to you that measures whether an arti_cial intelligence

system has reached human level intelligence and what’s a good test where it has super-

seded human level intelligence to reach that land of AGI?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:25:09) I’m old-fashioned. I like Turing tests. I have a paper where I equate passing

Turing tests to solving AI complete problems because you can encode any questions

about any domain into the Turing test. You don’t have to talk about how was your day.

You can ask anything. So the system has to be as smart as a human to pass it in a true

sense.

Lex Fridman

(00:25:30) Then you would extend that to maybe a very long conversation. I think the

Alexa Prize was doing that. Basically, can you do a 20 minute, 30 minute conversation

with an AI system?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:25:42) It has to be long enough to where you can make some meaningful decisions

about capabilities, absolutely. You can brute force very short conversations.

Lex Fridman

(00:25:53) So literally, what does that look like? Can we construct formally a test that

tests for AGI?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:26:04) For AGI, it has to be there. I cannot give it a task I can give to a human and it

cannot do it if a human can. For superintelligence, it would be superior on all such

tasks, not just average performance. So go learn to drive car, go speak Chinese, play

guitar. Okay, great.

Lex Fridman

(00:26:22) I guess the follow up question, is there a test for the kind of AGI that would

be susceptible to lead to S-risk or X-risk, susceptible to destroy human civilization? Is
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there a test for that?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:26:40) You can develop a test which will give you positives. If it lies to you or has

those ideas, you cannot develop a test which rules them out. There is always possibility

of what Bostrom calls a treacherous turn, where later on a system decides for game

theoretic reasons, economic reasons to change its behavior, and we see the same with

humans. It’s not unique to AI. For millennia, we try developing morals, ethics, religions,

lie detector tests, and then employees betray the employers, spouses betray family. It’s

a pretty standard thing intelligent agents sometimes do.

Lex Fridman

(00:27:19) So is it possible to detect when a AI system is lying or deceiving you?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:27:24) If you know the truth and it tells you something false, you can detect that,

but you cannot know in general every single time. Again, the system you’re testing to-

day may not be lying. The system you’re testing today may know you are testing it, and

so behaving. Later on, after it interacts with the environment, interacts with other sys-

tems, malevolent agents learns more, it may start doing those things.

Lex Fridman

(00:27:53) So do you think it’s possible to develop a system where the creators of the

system, the developers, the programmers don’t know that it’s deceiving them?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:28:03) So systems today don’t have long-term planning. That is not hard. They can

lie today if it helps them optimize the reward. If they realize, okay, this human will be

very happy if I tell them the following, they will do it if it brings them more points. They

don’t have to keep track of it. It’s just the right answer to this problem every single time.

Lex Fridman

(00:28:30) At which point is somebody creating that intentionally, not unintentionally,

intentionally creating an AI system that’s doing long-term planning with an objective

function that’s de_ned by the AI system, not by a human?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:28:44) Well, some people think that if they’re that smart, they’re always good. They

really do believe that. It just benevolence from intelligence. So they’ll always want

what’s best for us. Some people think that they will be able to detect problem behav-
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iors and correct them at the time when we get there. I don’t think it’s a good idea. I am

strongly against it, but yeah, there are quite a few people who in general are so opti-

mistic about this technology, it could do no wrong. They want it developed as soon as

possible, as capable as possible.

Lex Fridman

(00:29:19) So there’s going to be people who believe the more intelligent it is, the more

benevolent, and so therefore it should be the one that de_nes the objective function

that it’s optimizing when it’s doing long-term planning?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:29:31) There are even people who say, “Okay, what’s so special about humans?” Re-

move the gender bias, removing race bias, why is this pro-human bias? We are pollut-

ing the planet. We are, as you said, _ght a lot of wars, violent. Maybe it’s better if it’s su-

per intelligent, perfect society comes and replaces us. It’s normal stage in the evolution

of our species.

Lex Fridman

(00:29:57) So somebody says, “Let’s develop an AI system that removes the violent hu-

mans from the world.” Then it turns out that all humans have violence in them or the

capacity for violence and therefore all humans are removed. Yeah.

Yann LeCun and open source AI

(00:30:14) Let me ask about Yann LeCun. He’s somebody who you’ve had a few ex-

changes with and he’s somebody who actively pushes back against this view that AI is

going to lead to destruction of human civilization, also known as AI doomerism. So in

one example that he tweeted, he said, “I do acknowledge risks, but,” two points, “One,

open research and open source are the best ways to understand and mitigate the risks.

Two, AI is not something that just happens. We build it. We have agency in what it be-

comes. Hence, we control the risks. We meaning humans. It’s not some sort of natural

phenomena that we have no control over.” Can you make the case that he’s right and

can you try to make the case that he’s wrong?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:31:10) I cannot make a case that he’s right. He is wrong in so many ways it’s dincult

for me to remember all of them. He’s a Facebook buddy, so I have a lot of fun having

those little debates with him. So I’m trying to remember their arguments. So one, he
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says, we are not gifted this intelligence from aliens. We are designing it. We are making

decisions about it. That’s not true. It was true when we had expert systems, symbolic AI

decision trees. Today, you set up parameters for a model and you water this plant. You

give it data, you give it compute, and it grows. After it’s _nished growing into this alien

plant, you start testing it to _nd out what capabilities it has. It takes years to _gure out,

even for existing models. If it’s trained for six months, it’ll take you two, three years to

_gure out basic capabilities of that system. We still discover new capabilities in systems

which are already out there. So that’s not the case.

Lex Fridman

(00:32:09) So just to linger on that, so to you, the diZerence there is that there is some

level of emergent intelligence that happens in our current approaches. So stuZ that we

don’t hard code in.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:32:21) Absolutely. That’s what makes it so successful. When we had to painstakingly

hard code in everything, we didn’t have much progress. Now, just spend more money

on more compute and it’s a lot more capable.

Lex Fridman

(00:32:35) Then the question is when there is emergent intelligent phenomena, what is

the ceiling of that? For you, there’s no ceiling. For Yann LeCun, I think there’s a ceiling

that happens that we have full control over. Even if we don’t understand the internals

of the emergence, how the emergence happens, there’s a sense that we have control

and an understanding of the approximate ceiling of capability, the limits of the capabili-

ty.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:33:04) Let’s say there is a ceiling. It’s not guaranteed to be at the level which is com-

petitive with us. It may be greatly superior to ours.

Lex Fridman

(00:33:13) So what about his statement about open research and open source are the

best ways to understand and mitigate the risks?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:33:21) Historically, he’s completely right. Open source software is wonderful. It’s

tested by the community, it’s debugged, but we’re switching from tools to agents. Now

you’re giving open source weapons to psychopaths. Do we want to open source nu-

clear weapons, biological weapons? It’s not safe to give technology so powerful to those
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who may misalign it, even if you are successful at somehow getting it to work in the

_rst place in a friendly manner.

Lex Fridman

(00:33:51) The diZerence with nuclear weapons, current AI systems are not akin to nu-

clear weapons. So the idea there is you’re open sourcing it at this stage that you can

understand it better. Large number of people can explore the…

Lex Fridman

(00:34:00) Can understand it better. A large number of people can explore the limita-

tion, the capabilities, explore the possible ways to keep it safe, to keep it secure, all that

kind of stuZ, while it’s not at the stage of nuclear weapons. So nuclear weapons, there’s

no nuclear weapon and then there’s a nuclear weapon. With AI systems, there’s a grad-

ual improvement of capability and you get to perform that improvement incrementally,

and so open source allows you to study how things go wrong. I study the very process

of emergence, study AI safety and those systems when there’s not high level of danger,

all that kind of stuZ.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:34:38) It also sets a very wrong precedent. So we open sourced model one, model

two, model three. Nothing ever bad happened, so obviously we’re going to do it with

model four. It’s just gradual improvement.

Lex Fridman

(00:34:50) I don’t think it always works with the precedent. You’re not stuck doing it the

way you always did. It sets a precedent of open research and open development such

that we get to learn together and then the _rst time there’s a sign of danger, some dra-

matic thing happened, not a thing that destroys human civilization, but some dramatic

demonstration of capability that can legitimately lead to a lot of damage, then every-

body wakes up and says, “Okay, we need to regulate this. We need to come up with

safety mechanism that stops this.” But at this time, maybe you can educate me, but I

haven’t seen any illustration of signi_cant damage done by intelligent AI systems.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:35:34) So I have a paper which collects accidents through history of AI and they al-

ways are proportionate to capabilities of that system. So if you have Tic-Tac-Toe playing

AI, it will fail to properly play and loses the game, which it should draw trivial. Your spell

checker will misspell word, so on. I stopped collecting those because there are just too

many examples of AI’s failing at what they are capable of. We haven’t had terrible acci-
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dents in a sense of billion people got killed. Absolutely true. But in another paper I ar-

gue that those accidents do not actually prevent people from continuing with research

and actually they kind of serve like vaccines. A vaccine makes your body a little bit sick

so you can handle the big disease later, much better. It’s the same here. People will

point out, “You know that AI accident we had where 12 people died,” everyone’s still

here, 12 people is less than smoking kills. It’s not a big deal. So we continue. So in a way

it will actually be con_rming that it’s not that bad.

Lex Fridman

(00:36:42) It matters how the deaths happen, whether it’s literally murdered by the AI

system, then one is a problem, but if it’s accidents because of increased reliance on au-

tomation for example, so when airplanes are oying in an automated way, maybe the

number of plane crashes increased by 17% or something, and then you’re like, “Okay,

do we really want to rely on automation?” I think in a case of automation airplanes, it

decreased signi_cantly. Okay, same thing with autonomous vehicles. Okay, what are

the pros and cons? What are the trade-oZs here? And you can have that discussion in

an honest way, but I think the kind of things we’re talking about here is mass scale pain

and suZering caused by AI systems, and I think we need to see illustrations of that in a

very small scale to start to understand that this is really damaging. Versus Clippy. Ver-

sus a tool that’s really useful to a lot of people to do learning to do summarization of

text, to do question-answer, all that kind of stuZ to generate videos. A tool. Fundamen-

tally a tool versus an agent that can do a huge amount of damage.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:38:03) So you bring up example of cars.

Lex Fridman

(00:38:05) Yes.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:38:06) Cars were slowly developed and integrated. If we had no cars and somebody

came around and said, “I invented this thing, it’s called cars. It’s awesome. It kills

100,000 Americans every year. Let’s deploy it.” Would we deploy that?

Lex Fridman

(00:38:22) There’d been fear-mongering about cars for a long time. The transition from

horses to cars, there’s a really nice channel that I recommend people check out, Pes-

simist Archive that documents all the fear-mongering about technology that’s hap-

pened throughout history. There’s de_nitely been a lot of fear-mongering about cars.
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There’s a transition period there about cars, about how deadly they are. We can try. It

took a very long time for cars to proliferate to the degree they have now. And then you

could ask serious questions in terms of the miles traveled, the bene_t to the economy,

the bene_t to the quality of life that cars do, versus the number of deaths; 30, 40,000 in

the United States. Are we willing to pay that price? I think most people when they’re ra-

tionally thinking, policymakers will say, “Yes.” We want to decrease it from 40,000 to

zero and do everything we can to decrease it. There’s all kinds of policies, incentives

you can create to decrease the risks with the deployment of technology. But then you

have to weigh the bene_ts and the risks of the technology and the same thing would be

done with AI.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:39:31) You need data, you need to know. But if I’m right and it’s unpredictable, un-

explainable, uncontrollable, you cannot make this decision. We’re gaining $10 trillion of

wealth, but we’re we don’t know how many people. You basically have to perform an

experiment on 8 billion humans without their consent. And even if they want to give

you consent, they can’t because they cannot give informed consent. They don’t under-

stand those things.

Lex Fridman

(00:39:58) Right. That happens when you go from the predictable to the unpredictable

very quickly. But it’s not obvious to me that AI systems would gain capabilities so quick-

ly that you won’t be able to collect enough data to study the bene_ts and risks.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:40:17) We’re literally doing it. The previous model we learned about after we _n-

ished training it, what it was capable of. Let’s say we stopped GPT-4 training run around

human capability, hypothetically. We start training GPT- 5 and I have no knowledge of

insider training runs or anything and started that point of about human and we train it

for the next nine months. Maybe two months in, it becomes super intelligent. We con-

tinue training it. At the time when we start testing it, it is already a dangerous system.

How dangerous? I have no idea, but never people training it.

Lex Fridman

(00:40:53) At the training stage, but then there’s a testing stage inside the company,

they can start getting intuition about what the system is capable to do. You’re saying

that somehow from leap from GPT-4 to GPT-5 can happen, the kind of leap where GPT-

4 was controllable and GPT-5 is no longer controllable and we get no insights from us-
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ing GPT-4 about the fact that GPT-5 will be uncontrollable. That’s the situation you’re

concerned about. Where there leap from N, to N plus one will be such that an uncon-

trollable system is created without any ability for us to anticipate that.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:41:39) If we had capability of ahead of the run, before the training run to register

exactly what capabilities that next model will have at the end of the training run, and

we accurately guessed all of them, I would say you’re right, “We can de_nitely go ahead

with this run.” We don’t have the capability.

Lex Fridman

(00:41:54) From GPT-4, you can build up intuitions about what GPT-5 will be capable of.

It’s just incremental progress. Even if that’s a big leap in capability, it just doesn’t seem

like you can take a leap from a system that’s helping you write emails to a system that’s

going to destroy human civilization. It seems like it’s always going to be sunciently in-

cremental such that we can anticipate the possible dangers, and we’re not even talking

about existential risk, but just the kind of damage you can do to civilization. It seems

like we’ll be able to anticipate the kinds, not the exact, but the kinds of risks it might

lead to and then rapidly develop defenses ahead of time and as the risks emerge.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:42:45) We’re not talking just about capabilities speci_c tasks, we’re talking about

general capability to learn. Maybe like a child. At the time of testing and deployment, it

is still not extremely capable, but as it is exposed to more data real world, it can be

trained to become much more dangerous and capable.

AI control

Lex Fridman

(00:43:06) So let’s focus then on the control problem. At which point does the system

become uncontrollable? Why is it the more likely trajectory for you that the system be-

comes uncontrollable?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:43:20) So, I think at some point it becomes capable of getting out of control. For

game theoretic reasons, it may decide not to do anything right away and for a long

time, just collect more resources, accumulate strategic advantage. Right away, it may

be still young, weak super intelligence, give it a decade. It’s in charge of a lot more re-
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sources, it had time to make backups. So it’s not obvious to me that it will strike as

soon as it can.

Lex Fridman

(00:43:48) But can we just try to imagine this future where there’s an AI system that’s

capable of escaping the control of humans, and then doesn’t and waits? What’s that

look like? So one, we have to rely on that system for a lot of the infrastructure. So we’ll

have to give it access not just to the internet, but to the task of managing power, gov-

ernment, economy, this kind of stuZ. And that just feels like a gradual process given

the bureaucracies of all those systems involved.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:44:25) We’ve been doing it for years. Software controls all those systems, nuclear

power plants, airline industry, it’s all software based. Every time there is electrical out-

age, I can’t oy anywhere for days.

Lex Fridman

(00:44:36) But there’s a diZerence between software and AI. So there’s diZerent kinds

of software. So to give a single AI system access to the control of airlines and the con-

trol of the economy, that’s not a trivial transition for humanity.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:44:55) No. But if it shows it is safer, in fact when it’s in control, we get better results,

people will demand that it was put in place.

Lex Fridman

(00:45:02) Absolutely.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:45:02) And if not, it can hack the system. It can use social engineering to get access

to it. That’s why I said it might take some time for it to accumulate those resources.

Lex Fridman

(00:45:10) It just feels like that would take a long time for either humans to trust it or

for the social engineering to come into play. It’s not a thing that happens overnight. It

feels like something that happens across one or two decades.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:45:23) I really hope you’re right, but it’s not what I’m seeing. People are very quick to

jump on a latest trend. Early adopters will be there before it’s even deployed, buying

prototypes.
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Social engineering

Lex Fridman

(00:45:33) Maybe the social engineering. For social engineering, AI systems don’t need

any hardware access. It’s all software. So they can start manipulating you through so-

cial media, so on. You have AI assistants, they’re going to help you manage a lot of your

day to day and then they start doing social engineering. But for a system that’s so capa-

ble that can escape the control of humans that created it, such a system being de-

ployed at a mass scale and trusted by people to be deployed, it feels like that would

take a lot of convincing.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:46:13) So, we’ve been deploying systems which had hidden capabilities.

Lex Fridman

(00:46:19) Can you give an example?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:46:19) GPT-4. I don’t know what else it’s capable of, but there are still things we

haven’t discovered, can do. They may be trivial, proportionate with capability. I don’t

know it writes Chinese poetry, hypothetical, I know it does, but we haven’t tested for all

possible capabilities and we are not explicitly designing them. We can only rule out

bugs we _nd. We cannot rule out bugs and capabilities because we haven’t found

them.

Lex Fridman

(00:46:51) Is it possible for a system to have hidden capabilities that are orders of mag-

nitude greater than its non- hidden capabilities? This is the thing I’m really struggling

with. Where, on the surface, the thing we understand it can do doesn’t seem that harm-

ful. So even if it has bugs, even if it has hidden capabilities like Chinese poetry or gener-

ating eZective viruses, software viruses, the damage that can do seems like on the

same order of magnitude as the capabilities that we know about. So this idea that the

hidden capabilities will include being uncontrollable is something I’m struggling with

because GPT-4 on the surface seems to be very controllable.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:47:42) Again, we can only ask and test for things we know about. There are un-

known unknowns, we cannot do it. Thinking of humans, statistics savants, right? If you

talk to a person like that, you may not even realize they can multiply 20 digit numbers
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in their head. You have to know to ask.

Fearmongering

Lex Fridman

(00:48:00) So as I mentioned, just to linger on the fear of the unknown, so the Pessimist

Archive has just documented, let’s look at data of the past at history, there’s been a lot

of fear-mongering about technology. Pessimist Archive does a really good job of docu-

menting how crazily afraid we are of every piece of technology. We’ve been afraid,

there’s a blog post where Louis Anslow who created Pessimist Archive writes about the

fact that we’ve been fear-mongering about robots and automation for over 100 years.

So why is AGI diZerent than the kinds of technologies we’ve been afraid of in the past?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:48:43) So two things; one with wishing from tools to agents. Tools don’t have nega-

tive or positive impact. People using tools do. So guns don’t kill, people with guns do.

Agents can make their own decisions. They can be positive or negative. A pit bull can

decide to harm you. It’s an agent. The fears are the same. The only diZerence is now we

have this technology. Then they were afraid of human with robots 100 years ago, they

had none. Today, every major company in the world is investing billions to create them.

Not every, but you understand what I’m saying?

Lex Fridman

(00:49:21) Yes.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:49:22) It’s very diZerent.

Lex Fridman

(00:49:23) Well, agents, it depends on what you mean by the word, “Agents.” All those

companies are not investing in a system that has the kind of agency that’s implied by in

the fears, where it can really make decisions on their own, that have no human in the

loop.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:49:42) They are saying they’re building super intelligence and have a Super Align-

ment Team. You don’t think they’re trying to create a system smart enough to be an in-

dependent agent? Under that de_nition?

Lex Fridman
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(00:49:52) I have not seen evidence of it. I think a lot of it is a marketing kind of discus-

sion about the future and it’s a mission about the kind of systems we can create in the

long term future. But in the short term, the kind of systems they’re creating falls fully

within the de_nition of narrow AI. These are tools that have increasing capabilities, but

they just don’t have a sense of agency, or consciousness, or self-awareness or ability to

deceive at scales that would be required to do mass scale suZering and murder of hu-

mans.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:50:32) Those systems are well beyond narrow AI. If you had to list all the capabilities

of GPT-4, you would spend a lot of time writing that list.

Lex Fridman

(00:50:40) But agency is not one of them.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:50:41) Not yet. But do you think any of those companies are holding back because

they think it may be not safe? Or are they developing the most capable system they can

given the resources and hoping they can control and monetize?

Lex Fridman

(00:50:56) Control and monetize. Hoping they can control and monetize. So you’re say-

ing if they could press a button, and create an agent that they no longer control, that

they have to ask nicely, a thing that lives on a server, across huge number of comput-

ers, you’re saying that they would push for the creation of that kind of system?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:51:21) I mean, I can’t speak for other people, for all of them. I think some of them

are very ambitious. They’re fundraising trillions, they talk about controlling the light cor-

ner of the universe. I would guess that they might.

Lex Fridman

(00:51:36) Well, that’s a human question, whether humans are capable of that. Proba-

bly, some humans are capable of that. My more direct question, if it’s possible to create

such a system, have a system that has that level of agency. I don’t think that’s an easy

technical challenge. It doesn’t feel like we’re close to that. A system that has the kind of

agency where it can make its own decisions and deceive everybody about them. The

current architecture we have in machine learning and how we train the systems, how

to deploy the systems and all that, it just doesn’t seem to support that kind of agency.
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Roman Yampolskiy

(00:52:14) I really hope you are right. I think the scaling hypothesis is correct. We

haven’t seen diminishing returns. It used to be we asked how long before AGI, now we

should ask how much until AGI, it’s $1 trillion today it’s $1 billion next year, it’s $1 mil-

lion in a few years.

Lex Fridman

(00:52:33) Don’t you think it’s possible to basically run out of trillions? So is this con-

strained by compute?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:52:41) Compute gets cheaper every day, exponentially.

Lex Fridman

(00:52:43) But then it becomes a question of decades versus years.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:52:47) If the only disagreement is that it will take decades, not years for everything

I’m saying to materialize, then I can go with that.

Lex Fridman

(00:52:57) But if it takes decades, then the development of tools for AI safety then be-

comes more and more realistic. So I guess the question is, I have a fundamental belief

that humans when faced with danger, can come up with ways to defend against that

danger. And one of the big problems facing AI safety currently, for me, is that there’s

not clear illustrations of what that danger looks like. There’s no illustrations of AI sys-

tems doing a lot of damage, and so it’s unclear what you’re defending against. Because

currently it’s a philosophical notions that, yes, it’s possible to imagine AI systems that

take control of everything and then destroy all humans. It’s also a more formal mathe-

matical notion that you talk about that it’s impossible to have a perfectly secure sys-

tem. You can’t prove that a program of suncient complexity is completely safe, and

perfect and know everything about it, yes, but when you actually just pragmatically look

how much damage have the AI systems done and what kind of damage, there’s not

been illustrations of that.

(00:54:10) Even in the autonomous weapon systems, there’s not been mass deploy-

ments of autonomous weapon systems, luckily. The automation in war currently is very

limited, that the automation is at the scale of individuals versus at the scale of strategy

and planning. I think one of the challenges here is where is the dangers and the intu-
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ition the [inaudible 00:54:40] and others have is, let’s keep in the open building AI sys-

tems until the dangers start rearing their heads and they become more explicit, they

start being case studies, illustrative case studies that show exactly how the damage by

AD systems is done, then regulation can step in. Then brilliant engineers can step up,

and we can have Manhattan style projects that defend against such systems. That’s

kind of the notion. And I guess, a tension with that is the idea that for you, we need to

be thinking about that now, so that we’re ready, because we’ll have not much time

once the systems are deployed. Is that true?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:55:26) So, there is a lot to unpack here. There is a partnership on AI, a conglomer-

ate of many large corporations. They have a database of AI accidents they collect. I con-

tributed a lot to that database. If we so far made almost no progress in actually solving

this problem, not patching it, not again, lipstick on a pig kind of solutions, why would

we think we’ll do better when we’re closer to the problem?

Lex Fridman

(00:55:53) All the things you mentioned are serious concerns measuring the amount of

harm. So bene_t versus risk there is dincult. But to you, the sense is already the risk

has superseded the bene_t?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:56:02) Again, I want to be perfectly clear, I love AI, I love technology. I’m a computer

scientist. I have PhD in engineering. I work at an engineering school. There is a huge

diZerence between we need to develop mar AI systems, super intelligent in solving spe-

ci_c human problems like protein folding and let’s create super intelligent machine

guards that will decide what to do with us. Those are not the same. I am against the su-

per intelligence in general sense with no undue burden.

Lex Fridman

(00:56:35) So do you think the teams that are able to do the AI safety on the kind of

narrow AI risks that you’ve mentioned, are those approaches going to be at all produc-

tive towards leading to approaches of doing AI safety on AGI? Or is it just a fundamen-

tally diZerent part?

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:56:54) Partially, but we don’t scale for narrow AI for deterministic systems. You can

test them, you have edge cases. You know what the answer should look like, the right

answers. For general systems, you have in_nite test surface, you have no edge cases.
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You cannot even know what to test for. Again, the unknown unknowns are underap-

preciated by people looking at this problem. You are always asking me, “How will it kill

everyone? How will it will fail?” The whole point is if I knew it, I would be super intelli-

gent and despite what you might think, I’m not.

Lex Fridman

(00:57:29) So to you, the concern is that we would not be able to see early signs of an

uncontrollable system.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:57:39) It is a master at deception. Sam tweeted about how great it is at persuasion

and we see it ourselves, especially now with voices with maybe kind of oirty, sarcastic

female voices. It’s going to be very good at getting people to do things.

AI deception

Lex Fridman

(00:57:55) But see, I’m very concerned about system being used to control the masses.

But in that case, the developers know about the kind of control that’s happening.

You’re more concerned about the next stage where even the developers don’t know

about the deception.

Roman Yampolskiy

(00:58:18) Correct. I don’t think developers know everything about what they are creat-

ing. They have lots of great knowledge, we’re making progress on explaining parts of a

network. We can understand, “Okay, this note get excited, then this input is presented,

this cluster of notes.” But we’re nowhere near close to understanding the full picture,

and I think it’s impossible. You need to be able to survey an explanation. The size of

those models prevents a single human from absorbing all this information, even if pro-

vided by the system. So either we’re getting model as an explanation for what’s hap-

pening and that’s not comprehensible to us or we’re getting compressed explanation,

[inaudible 00:59:01] compression, where here, “Top 10 reasons you got _red.” It’s

something, but it’s not a full picture.

Lex Fridman

(00:59:07) You’ve given elsewhere an example of a child and everybody, all humans try

to deceive, they try to lie early on in their life. I think we’ll just get a lot of examples of

deceptions from large language models or AI systems. They’re going to be kind of
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shady, or they’ll be pretty good, but we’ll catch them oZ guard. We’ll start to see the

kind of momentum towards developing increasing deception capabilities and that’s

when you’re like, “Okay, we need to do some kind of alignment that prevents decep-

tion.” But, if you support open source, then you can have open source models that

have some level of deception you can start to explore on a large scale, how do we stop

it from being deceptive? Then there’s a more explicit, pragmatic kind of problem to

solve. How do we stop AI systems from trying to optimize for deception? That’s an ex-

ample.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:00:05) So there is a paper, I think it came out last week by Dr Park et al, from MIT I

think, and they showed that models already showed successful deception in what they

do. My concern is not that they lie now, and we need to catch them and tell them,

“Don’t lie.” My concern is that once they are capable and deployed, they will later

change their mind. Because what unrestricted learning allows you to do. Lots of people

grow up maybe in the religious family, they read some new books and they turn in their

religion. That’s a treacherous turn in humans. If you learn something new about your

colleagues, maybe you’ll change how you react to that.

Lex Fridman

(01:00:53) Yeah, the treacherous turn. If we just mention humans, Stalin and Hitler,

there’s a turn. Stalin’s a good example. He just seems like a normal communist follower

of Lenin until there’s a turn. There’s a turn of what that means in terms of when he has

complete control, what the execution of that policy means and how many people get to

suZer.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:01:17) And you can’t say they are not rational. The rational decision changes based

on your position. When you are under the boss, the rational policy may be to be follow-

ing orders and being honest. When you become a boss, rational policy may shift.

Lex Fridman

(01:01:34) Yeah, and by the way, a lot of my disagreements here is just playing Devil’s

Advocate to challenge your ideas and to explore them together. So one of the big prob-

lems here in this whole conversation is human civilization hangs in the balance and yet

everything’s unpredictable. We don’t know how these systems will look like-

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:01:58) The robots are coming.
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Lex Fridman

(01:02:00) There’s a refrigerator making a buzzing noise.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:02:03) Very menacing. Very menacing. So every time I’m about to talk about this

topic, things start to happen. My oight yesterday was canceled without possibility to re-

book. I was giving a talk at Google in Israel and three cars, which were supposed to take

me to the talk could not. I’m just saying.

Lex Fridman

(01:02:24) I mean

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:02:27) I like AI’s. I, for one welcome our overlords.

Lex Fridman

(01:02:31) There’s a degree to which we… I mean it is very obvious as we already have,

we’ve increasingly given our life over to software systems. And then it seems obvious

given the capabilities of AI that are coming, that we’ll give our lives over increasingly to

AI systems. Cars will drive themselves, refrigerator eventually will optimize what I get to

eat. And, as more and more out of our lives are controlled or managed by AI assistants,

it is very possible that there’s a drift. I mean, I personally am concerned about non-exis-

tential stuZ, the more near term things. Because before we even get to existential, I

feel like there could be just so many brave new world type of situations. You men-

tioned the term, “Behavioral drift.” It’s the slow boiling that I’m really concerned about

as we give our lives over to automation, that our minds can become controlled by gov-

ernments, by companies, or just in a distributed way. There’s a drift. Some aspect of

our human nature gives ourselves over to the control of AI systems and they, in an un-

intended way just control how we think. Maybe there’ll be a herd-like mentality in how

we think, which will kill all creativity and exploration of ideas, the diversity of ideas, or

much worse. So it’s true, it’s true.

VeriCcation

(01:04:03) But a lot of the conversation I’m having with you now is also kind of wonder-

ing almost at a technical level, how can AI escape control? What would that system look

like? Because it, to me, is terrifying and fascinating. And also fascinating to me is maybe

the optimistic notion it’s possible to engineer systems that defend against that. One of
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the things you write a lot about in your book is veri_ers. So, not humans. Humans are

also veri_ers. But software systems that look at AI systems, and help you understand,

“This thing is getting real weird.” Help you analyze those systems. So maybe this is a

good time to talk about veri_cation. What is this beautiful notion of veri_cation?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:05:01) My claim is, again, that there are very strong limits in what we can and can-

not verify. A lot of times when you post something on social media, people go, “Oh, I

need citation to a peer reviewed article.” But what is a peer reviewed article? You found

two people in a world of hundreds of thousands of scientists who said, “Ah, whatever,

publish it. I don’t care.” That’s the veri_er of that process. When people say, “Oh, it’s for-

mally veri_ed software or mathematical proof,” we accept something close to 100%

chance of it being free of all problems. But you actually look at research, software is full

of bugs, old mathematical theorems, which have been proven for hundreds of years

have been discovered to contain bugs, on top of which we generate new proofs and

now we have to redo all that.

(01:05:50) So, veri_ers are not perfect. Usually, they are either a single human or com-

munities of humans and it’s basically kind of like a democratic vote. Community of

mathematicians agrees that this proof is correct, mostly correct. Even today, we’re

starting to see some mathematical proofs as so complex, so large that mathematical

community is unable to make a decision. It looks interesting, it looks promising, but

they don’t know. They will need years for top scholars to study to _gure it out. So of

course, we can use AI to help us with this process, but AI is a piece of software which

needs to be veri_ed.

Lex Fridman

(01:06:27) Just to clarify, so veri_cation is the process of something is correct, it is the

formal, and mathematical proof, where’s a statement, and a series of logical state-

ments that prove that statement to be correct, which is a theorem. And you’re saying it

gets so complex that it’s possible for the human veri_ers, the human beings that verify

that the logical step, there’s no bugs in it becomes impossible. So, it’s nice to talk about

veri_cation in this most formal, most clear, most rigorous formulation of it, which is

mathematical proofs.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:07:05) Right. And for AI we would like to have that level of con_dence for very im-

portant mission-critical software controlling satellites, nuclear power plants. For small,
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deterministic programs We can do this, we can check that code veri_es its mapping to

the design. Whatever software engineers intended, was correctly implemented. But we

don’t know how to do this for software which keeps learning, self-modifying, rewriting

its own code. We don’t know how to prove things about the physical world, states of

humans in the physical world. So there are papers coming out now and I have this

beautiful one, “Towards Guaranteed Safe AI.” Very cool papers, some of the best [in-

audible 01:07:54] I ever seen. I think there is multiple Turing Award winners that is

quite… You can have this one and one just came out kind of similar, “Managing Ex-

treme-“

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:08:00) … one just came out kind of similar, managing extremely high risks. So, all of

them expect this level of proof, but I would say that we can get more con_dence with

more resources we put into it. But at the end of the day, we’re still as reliable as the

veri_ers. And you have this in_nite regress of veri_ers. The software used to verify a

program is itself a piece of program.

(01:08:27) If aliens give us well-aligned super intelligence, we can use that to create our

own safe AI. But it’s a catch-22. You need to have already proven to be safe system to

verify this new system of equal or greater complexity.

Lex Fridman

(01:08:43) You just mentioned this paper, Towards Guaranteed Safe AI: A Framework

for Ensuring Robust and Reliable AI Systems. Like you mentioned, it’s like a who’s who.

Josh Tenenbaum, Yoshua Bengio, Stuart Russell, Max Tegmark, and many other bril-

liant people. The page you have it open on, “There are many possible strategies for cre-

ating safety speci_cations. These strategies can roughly be placed on a spectrum, de-

pending on how much safety it would grant if successfully implemented. One way to do

this is as follows,” and there’s a set of levels. From Level 0, “No safety speci_cation is

used,” to Level 7, “The safety speci_cation completely encodes all things that humans

might want in all contexts.” Where does this paper fall short to you?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:09:25) So, when I wrote a paper, Arti_cial Intelligence Safety Engineering, which kind

of coins the term AI safety, that was 2011. We had 2012 conference, 2013 journal pa-

per. One of the things I proposed, let’s just do formal veri_cations on it. Let’s do mathe-

matical formal proofs. In the follow-up work, I basically realized it will still not get us a

hundred percent. We can get 99.9, we can put more resources exponentially and get
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closer, but we never get to a hundred percent.

(01:09:56) If a system makes a billion decisions a second, and you use it for a hundred

years, you’re still going to deal with a problem. This is wonderful research. I’m so happy

they’re doing it. This is great, but it is not going to be a permanent solution to that

problem.

Lex Fridman

(01:10:12) Just to clarify, the task of creating an AI veri_er is what? Is creating a veri_er

that the AI system does exactly as it says it does, or it sticks within the guardrails that it

says it must?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:10:26) There are many, many levels. So, _rst you’re verifying the hardware in which

it is run. You need to verify communication channel with the human. Every aspect of

that whole world model needs to be veri_ed. Somehow, it needs to map the world into

the world model, map and territory diZerences. How do I know internal states of hu-

mans? Are you happy or sad? I can’t tell. So, how do I make proofs about real physical

world? Yeah, I can verify that deterministic algorithm follows certain properties, that

can be done. Some people argue that maybe just maybe two plus two is not four. I’m

not that extreme. But once you have sunciently large proof over sunciently complex

environment, the probability that it has zero bugs in it is greatly reduced. If you keep

deploying this a lot, eventually you’re going to have a bug anyways.

Lex Fridman

(01:11:20) There’s always a bug.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:11:22) There is always a bug. And the fundamental diZerence is what I mentioned.

We’re not dealing with cybersecurity. We’re not going to get a new credit card, new hu-

manity.

Self-improving AI

Lex Fridman

(01:11:29) So, this paper is really interesting. You said 2011, Arti_cial Intelligence, Safety

Engineering. Why Machine Ethics is a Wrong Approach. The grand challenge you write

of AI safety engineering, “We propose the problem of developing safety mechanisms

for self-improving systems.” Self-improving systems. By the way, that’s an interesting
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term for the thing that we’re talking about. Is self-improving more general than learn-

ing? Self-improving, that’s an interesting term.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:12:06) You can improve the rate at which you are learning, you can become more

encient, meta-optimizer.

Lex Fridman

(01:12:12) The word self, it’s like self replicating, self improving. You can imagine a sys-

tem building its own world on a scale and in a way that is way diZerent than the cur-

rent systems do. It feels like the current systems are not self-improving or self-replicat-

ing or self-growing or self-spreading, all that kind of stuZ.

(01:12:35) And once you take that leap, that’s when a lot of the challenges seems to

happen because the kind of bugs you can _nd now seems more akin to the current

normal software debugging kind of process. But whenever you can do self-replication

and arbitrary self-improvement, that’s when a bug can become a real problem, real

fast. So, what is the diZerence to you between veri_cation of a non-self-improving sys-

tem versus a veri_cation of a self-improving system?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:13:13) So, if you have _xed code for example, you can verify that code, static veri_-

cation at the time, but if it will continue modifying it, you have a much harder time

guaranteeing that important properties of that system have not been modi_ed than

the code changed.

Lex Fridman

(01:13:31) Is it even doable?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:13:32) No.

Lex Fridman

(01:13:33) Does the whole process of veri_cation just completely fall apart?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:13:36) It can always cheat. It can store parts of its code outside in the environment.

It can have extended mind situations. So, this is exactly the type of problems I’m trying

to bring up.

Lex Fridman
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(01:13:48) What are the classes of veri_ers that you read about in the book? Is there in-

teresting ones that stand out to you? Do you have some favorites?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:13:55) I like Oracle types where you just know that it’s right. Turing likes Oracle ma-

chines. They know the right answer. How? Who knows? But they pull it out from some-

where, so you have to trust them. And that’s a concern I have about humans in a world

with very smart machines. We experiment with them. We see after a while, okay,

they’ve always been right before, and we start trusting them without any veri_cation of

what they’re saying.

Lex Fridman

(01:14:22) Oh, I see. That we kind of build Oracle veri_ers or rather we build veri_ers we

believe to be Oracles and then we start to, without any proof, use them as if they’re Or-

acle veri_ers.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:14:36) We remove ourselves from that process. We’re not scientists who under-

stand the world. We are humans who get new data presented to us.

Lex Fridman

(01:14:45) Okay, one really cool class of veri_ers is a self veri_er. Is it possible that you

somehow engineer into AI system, the thing that constantly veri_es itself

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:14:57) Preserved portion of it can be done, but in terms of mathematical veri_ca-

tion, it’s kind of useless. You saying you are the greatest guy in the world because you

are saying it, it’s circular and not very helpful, but it’s consistent. We know that within

that world, you have veri_ed that system. In a paper, I try to brute force all possible ver-

i_ers. It doesn’t mean that this one particularly important to us.

Lex Fridman

(01:15:21) But what about self-doubt? The kind of veri_cation where you said, you say,

or I say I’m the greatest guy in the world. What about a thing which I actually have is a

voice that is constantly extremely critical. So, engineer into the system a constant un-

certainty about self, a constant doubt.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:15:45) Any smart system would have doubt about everything. You not sure if what

information you are given is true. If you are subject to manipulation, you have this safe-
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ty and security mindset.

Lex Fridman

(01:15:58) But I mean, you have doubt about yourself. The AI systems that has a doubt

about whether the thing is doing is causing harm is the right thing to be doing. So, just

a constant doubt about what it’s doing because it’s hard to be a dictator full of doubt.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:16:18) I may be wrong, but I think Stuart Russell’s ideas are all about machines

which are uncertain about what humans want and trying to learn better and better

what we want. The problem of course is we don’t know what we want and we don’t

agree on it.

Lex Fridman

(01:16:33) Yeah, but uncertainty. His idea is that having that self-doubt uncertainty in AI

systems, engineering into AI systems, is one way to solve the control problem.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:16:43) It could also back_re. Maybe you’re uncertain about completing your mis-

sion. Like I am paranoid about your cameras not recording right now. So, I would feel

much better if you had a secondary camera, but I also would feel even better if you had

a third and eventually I would turn this whole world into cameras pointing at us, mak-

ing sure we’re capturing this.

Lex Fridman

(01:17:04) No, but wouldn’t you have a meta concern like that you just stated, that

eventually there’d be way too many cameras? So, you would be able to keep zooming

on the big picture of your concerns.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:17:21) So, it’s a multi-objective optimization. It depends, how much I value capturing

this versus not destroying the universe.

Lex Fridman

(01:17:29) Right, exactly. And then you will also ask about, “What does it mean to de-

stroy the universe? And how many universes are?” And you keep asking that question,

but that doubting yourself would prevent you from destroying the universe because

you’re constantly full of doubt. It might aZect your productivity.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:17:46) You might be scared to do anything.
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Lex Fridman

(01:17:48) Just scared to do anything.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:17:49) Mess things up.

Lex Fridman

(01:17:50) Well, that’s better. I mean, I guess the question, is it possible to engineer that

in? I guess your answer would be yes, but we don’t know how to do that and we need

to invest a lot of eZort into _guring out how to do that, but it’s unlikely. Underpinning a

lot of your writing is this sense that we’re screwed, but it just feels like it’s an engineer-

ing problem. I don’t understand why we’re screwed. Time and time again, humanity has

gotten itself into trouble and _gured out a way to get out of the trouble.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:18:24) We are in a situation where people making more capable systems just need

more resources. They don’t need to invent anything, in my opinion. Some will disagree,

but so far at least I don’t see diminishing returns. If you have 10X compute, you will get

better performance. The same doesn’t apply to safety. If you give MIRI or any other or-

ganization 10 times the money, they don’t output 10 times the safety. And the gap be-

tween capabilities and safety becomes bigger and bigger all the time.

(01:18:56) So, it’s hard to be completely optimistic about our results here. I can name

10 excellent breakthrough papers in machine learning. I would struggle to name equal-

ly important breakthroughs in safety. A lot of times a safety paper will propose a toy

solution and point out 10 new problems discovered as a result. It’s like this fractal.

You’re zooming in and you see more problems and it’s in_nite in all directions.

Lex Fridman

(01:19:24) Does this apply to other technologies or is this unique to AI, where safety is

always lagging behind?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:19:33) I guess we can look at related technologies with cybersecurity, right? We did

manage to have banks and casinos and Bitcoin, so you can have secure narrow sys-

tems which are doing okay. Narrow attacks on them fail, but you can always go outside

of a box. So, if I can hack your Bitcoin, I can hack you. So there is always something, if I

really want it, I will _nd a diZerent way.

(01:20:01) We talk about guardrails for AI. Well, that’s a fence. I can dig a tunnel under
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it, I can jump over it, I can climb it, I can walk around it. You may have a very nice

guardrail, but in a real world it’s not a permanent guarantee of safety. And again, this is

a fundamental diZerence. We are not saying we need to be 90% safe to get those tril-

lions of dollars of bene_t. We need to be a hundred percent inde_nitely or we might

lose the principle.

Lex Fridman

(01:20:30) So, if you look at just humanity as a set of machines, is the machinery of AI

safety conoicting with the machinery of capitalism.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:20:44) I think we can generalize it to just prisoners’ dilemma in general. Personal

self-interest versus group interest. The incentives are such that everyone wants what’s

best for them. Capitalism obviously has that tendency to maximize your personal gain,

which does create this race to the bottom. I don’t have to be a lot better than you, but if

I’m 1% better than you, I’ll capture more of the pro_ts, so it’s worth for me personally to

take the risk even if society as a whole will suZer as a result.

Lex Fridman

(01:21:25) But capitalism has created a lot of good in this world. It’s not clear to me that

AI safety is not aligned with the function of capitalism, unless AI safety is so dincult

that it requires the complete halt of the development, which is also a possibility. It just

feels like building safe systems should be the desirable thing to do for tech companies.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:21:54) Right. Look at governance structures. When you have someone with com-

plete power, they’re extremely dangerous. So, the solution we came up with is break it

up. You have judicial, legislative, executive. Same here, have narrow AI systems, work

on important problems. Solve immortality. It’s a biological problem we can solve similar

to how progress was made with protein folding, using a system which doesn’t also play

chess. There is no reason to create super intelligent system to get most of the bene_ts

we want from much safer narrow systems.

Lex Fridman

(01:22:33) It really is a question to me whether companies are interested in creating

anything but narrow AI. I think when term AGI is used by tech companies, they mean

narrow AI. They mean narrow AI with amazing capabilities. I do think that there’s a leap

between narrow AI with amazing capabilities, with superhuman capabilities and the

kind of self-motivated agent-like AGI system that we’re talking about. I don’t know if it’s
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obvious to me that a company would want to take the leap to creating an AGI that it

would lose control of because then you can’t capture the value from that system.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:23:23) The bragging rights, but being-

Lex Fridman

(01:23:25) That’s a diZerent-

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:23:26) … _rst, that is the same humans who are in charge of those systems.

Lex Fridman

(01:23:29) That’s a human thing. That’s so that jumps from the incentives of capitalism

to human nature. And so the question is whether human nature will override the inter-

est of the company. So, you’ve mentioned slowing or halting progress. Is that one pos-

sible solution? Are you proponent of pausing development of AI, whether it’s for six

months or completely?

Pausing AI development

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:23:54) The condition would be not time, but capabilities. Pause until you can do X,

Y, Z. And if I’m right and you cannot, it’s impossible, then it becomes a permanent ban.

But if you’re right, and it’s possible, so as soon as you have those safety capabilities, go

ahead.

Lex Fridman

(01:24:12) Right. Is there any actual explicit capabilities that you can put on paper, that

we as a human civilization could put on paper? Is it possible to make it explicit like that

versus kind of a vague notion of just like you said, it’s very vague. We want AI systems

to do good and want them to be safe. Those are very vague notions. Is there more for-

mal notions?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:24:38) So, when I think about this problem, I think about having a toolbox I would

need. Capabilities such as explaining everything about that system’s design and work-

ings, predicting not just terminal goal, but all the intermediate steps of a system. Con-

trol in terms of either direct control, some sort of a hybrid option, ideal advisor. It

doesn’t matter which one you pick, but you have to be able to achieve it. In a book we
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talk about others, veri_cation is another very important tool. Communication without

ambiguity, human language is ambiguous. That’s another source of danger.

(01:25:21) So, basically there is a paper we published in ACM surveys, which looks at

about 50 diZerent impossibility results, which may or may not be relevant to this prob-

lem, but we don’t have enough human resources to investigate all of them for rele-

vance to AI safety. The ones I mentioned to you, I de_nitely think would be handy, and

that’s what we see AI safety researchers working on. Explainability is a huge one.

(01:25:47) The problem is that it’s very hard to separate capabilities work from safety

work. If you make good progress in explainability, now the system itself can engage in

self-improvement much easier, increasing capability greatly. So, it’s not obvious that

there is any research which is pure safety work without disproportionate increasing ca-

pability and danger.

Lex Fridman

(01:26:13) Explainability is really interesting. Why is that connected to you to capability?

If it’s able to explain itself well, why does that naturally mean that it’s more capable?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:26:21) Right now, it’s comprised of weights and a neural network. If it can convert it

to manipulatable code, like software, it’s a lot easier to work in self-improvement.

Lex Fridman

(01:26:32) I see. So, it increases-

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:26:34) You can do intelligent design instead of evolutionary, gradual descent.

Lex Fridman

(01:26:39) Well, you could probably do human feedback, human alignment more eZec-

tively if it’s able to be explainable. If it’s able to convert the weights into human under-

standable form, then you could probably have humans interact with it better. Do you

think there’s hope that we can make AI systems explainable?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:26:56) Not completely. So, if they are sunciently large, you simply don’t have the

capacity to comprehend what all the trillions of connections represent. Again, you can

obviously get a very useful explanation which talks about the top most important fea-

tures which contribute to the decision, but the only true explanation is the model itself.
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Lex Fridman

(01:27:23) Deception could be part of the explanation, right? So you can never prove

that there’s some deception in the networks explaining itself.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:27:32) Absolutely. And you can probably have targeted deception where diZerent

individuals will understand explanation in diZerent ways based on their cognitive capa-

bility. So, while what you’re saying may the same and true in some situations, ours will

be deceived by it.

Lex Fridman

(01:27:48) So, it’s impossible for an AI system to be truly fully explainable in the way

that we mean honestly and [inaudible 01:27:57]-

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:27:57) Again, at the extreme. The systems which are narrow and less complex could

be understood pretty well.

Lex Fridman

(01:28:03) If it’s impossible to be perfectly explainable, is there a hopeful perspective on

that? It’s impossible to be perfectly explainable, but you can explain most of the impor-

tant stuZ? You can ask a system, “What are the worst ways you can hurt humans?” And

it’ll answer honestly.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:28:20) Any work in a safety direction right now seems like a good idea because we

are not slowing down. I’m not for a second thinking that my message or anyone else’s

will be heard and will be a sane civilization, which decides not to kill itself by creating its

own replacements.

Lex Fridman

(01:28:42) The pausing of development is an impossible thing for you.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:28:45) Again, it’s always limited by either geographic constraints, pause in US, pause

in China. So, there are other jurisdictions as the scale of a project becomes smaller. So,

right now it’s like Manhattan Project scale in terms of costs and people. But if _ve years

from now, compute is available on a desktop to do it, regulation will not help. You can’t

control it as easy. Any kid in the garage can train a model. So, a lot of it is, in my opin-

ion, just safety theater, security theater where we saying, “Oh, it’s illegal to train models
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so big.” Okay.

Lex Fridman

(01:29:24) So okay, that’s security theater and is government regulation also security

theater?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:29:31) Given that a lot of the terms are not well-de_ned and really cannot be en-

forced in real life. We don’t have ways to monitor training runs meaningfully life while

they take place. There are limits to testing for capabilities I mentioned, so a lot of it can-

not be enforced. Do I strongly support all that regulation? Yes, of course. Any type of

red tape will slow it down and take money away from compute towards lawyers.

AI Safety

Lex Fridman

(01:29:57) Can you help me understand, what is the hopeful path here for you solution

wise out of this? It sounds like you’re saying AI systems in the end are unveri_able, un-

predictable. As the book says, unexplainable, uncontrollable.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:30:18) That’s the big one.

Lex Fridman

(01:30:19) Uncontrollable, and all the other uns just make it dincult to avoid getting to

the uncontrollable, I guess. But once it’s uncontrollable, then it just goes wild. Surely

there are solutions. Humans are pretty smart. What are possible solutions? If you are a

dictator of the world, what do we do?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:30:40) The smart thing is not to build something you cannot control, you cannot un-

derstand. Build what you can and bene_t from it. I’m a big believer in personal self-in-

terest. A lot of guys running those companies are young, rich people. What do they

have to gain beyond billions they already have _nancially, right? It’s not a requirement

that they press that button. They can easily wait a long time. They can just choose not

to do it and still have amazing life. In history, a lot of times if you did something really

bad, at least you became part of history books. There is a chance in this case there

won’t be any history.

Lex Fridman
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(01:31:21) So, you’re saying the individuals running these companies should do some

soul-searching and what? And stop development?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:31:29) Well, either they have to prove that, of course it’s possible to inde_nitely con-

trol godlike, super-intelligent machines by humans and ideally let us know how, or

agree that it’s not possible and it’s a very bad idea to do it. Including for them personal-

ly and their families and friends and capital.

Lex Fridman

(01:31:49) What do you think the actual meetings inside these companies look like?

Don’t you think all the engineers… Really it is the engineers that make this happen.

They’re not like automatons. They’re human beings. They’re brilliant human beings.

They’re non-stop asking, how do we make sure this is safe?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:32:08) So again, I’m not inside. From outside, it seems like there is a certain _ltering

going on and restrictions and criticism and what they can say. And everyone who was

working in charge of safety and whose responsibility it was to protect us said, “You

know what? I’m going home.” So, that’s not encouraging.

Lex Fridman

(01:32:29) What do you think the discussion inside those companies look like? You’re

developing, you’re training GPT-V, you’re training Gemini, you’re training Claude and

Grok. Don’t you think they’re constantly, like underneath it, maybe it’s not made explic-

it, but you’re constantly sort of wondering where’s the system currently stand? Where

are the possible unintended consequences? Where are the limits? Where are the bugs?

The small and the big bugs? That’s the constant thing that engineers are worried about.

(01:33:06) I think super alignment is not quite the same as the kind of thing I’m refer-

ring to with engineers are worried about. Super alignment is saying, “For future sys-

tems that we don’t quite yet have, how do we keep them safe?” You are trying to be a

step ahead. It’s a diZerent kind of problem because it is almost more philosophical. It’s

a really tricky one because you’re trying to prevent future systems from escaping con-

trol of humans. I don’t think there’s been… Man, is there anything akin to it in the histo-

ry of humanity? I don’t think so, right?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:33:50) Climate change.
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Lex Fridman

(01:33:51) But there’s a entire system which is climate, which is incredibly complex,

which we have only tiny control of, right? It’s its own system. In this case, we’re building

the system. So, how do you keep that system from becoming destructive? That’s a real-

ly diZerent problem than the current meetings that companies are having where the

engineers are saying, “Okay, how powerful is this thing? How does it go wrong? And as

we train GPT-V and train up future systems, where are the ways that can go wrong?”

(01:34:30) Don’t you think all those engineers are constantly worrying about this, think-

ing about this? Which is a little bit diZerent than the super alignment team that’s think-

ing a little bit farther into the future.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:34:42) Well, I think a lot of people who historically worked on AI never considered

what happens when they succeed. Stuart Russell speaks beautifully about that. Let’s

look, okay, maybe superintelligence is too futuristic. We can develop practical tools for

it. Let’s look at software today. What is the state of safety and security of our user soft-

ware? Things we give to millions of people? There is no liability. You click, “I agree.”

What are you agreeing to? Nobody knows. Nobody reads. But you’re basically saying it

will spy on you, corrupt your data, kill your _rstborn, and you agree and you’re not go-

ing to sue the company.

(01:35:24) That’s the best they can do for mundane software, word processor, tax soft-

ware. No liability, no responsibility. Just as long as you agree not to sue us, you can use

it. If this is a state of the art in systems which are narrow accountants, stable manipula-

tors, why do we think we can do so much better with much more complex systems

across multiple domains in the environment with malevolent actors? With again, self-

improvement with capabilities exceeding those of humans thinking about it.

Lex Fridman

(01:35:59) I mean, the liability thing is more about lawyers than killing _rstborns. But if

Clippy actually killed the child, I think lawyers aside, it would end Clippy and the compa-

ny that owns Clippy. So, it’s not so much about… There’s two points to be made. One is

like, man, current software systems are full of bugs and they could do a lot of damage

and we don’t know what, they’re unpredictable. There’s so much damage they could

possibly do. And then we kind of live in this blissful illusion that everything is great and

perfect and it works. Nevertheless, it still somehow works.

Roman Yampolskiy
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(01:36:44) In many domains, we see car manufacturing, drug development, the burden

of proof is on a manufacturer of product or service to show their product or is safe. It is

not up to the user to prove that there are problems. They have to do appropriate safe-

ty studies. We have to get government approval for selling the product and they’re still

fully responsible for what happens. We don’t see any of that here. They can deploy

whatever they want and I have to explain how that system is going to kill everyone. I

don’t work for that company. You have to explain to me how it’s de_nitely cannot mess

up.

Lex Fridman

(01:37:21) That’s because it’s the very early days of such a technology. Government reg-

ulation is lagging behind. They’re really not tech-savvy. A regulation of any kind of soft-

ware. If you look at Congress talking about social media and whenever Mark Zucker-

berg and other CEOs show up, the cluelessness that Congress has about how technolo-

gy works is incredible. It’s heartbreaking, honestly

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:37:45) I agree completely, but that’s what scares me. The response is, “When they

start to get dangerous, we’ll really get it together. The politicians will pass the right

laws, engineers will solve the right problems.” We are not that good at many of those

things, we take forever. And we are not early. We are two years away according to pre-

diction markets. This is not a biased CEO fund-raising. This is what smartest people, su-

per forecasters are thinking of this problem.

Lex Fridman

(01:38:16) I’d like to push back about those… I wonder what those prediction markets

are about, how they de_ne AGI. That’s wild to me. And I want to know what they said

about autonomous vehicles because I’ve heard a lot of experts and _nancial experts

talk about autonomous vehicles and how it’s going to be a multi-trillion dollar industry

and all this kind of stuZ, and it’s…

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:38:39) A small font, but if you have good vision, maybe you can zoom in on that and

see a prediction dates in the description.

Lex Fridman

(01:38:39) Oh, there’s a plot.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:38:45) I have a large one if you’re interested.
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Lex Fridman

(01:38:48) I guess my fundamental question is how often they write about technology. I

de_nitely do-

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:38:56) There are studies on their accuracy rates and all that. You can look it up. But

even if they’re wrong, I’m just saying this is right now the best we have, this is what hu-

manity came up with as the predicted date.

Lex Fridman

(01:39:08) But again, what they mean by AGI is really important there. Because there’s

the non-agent like AGI, and then there’s an agent like AGI, and I don’t think it’s as trivial

as a wrapper. Putting a wrapper around, one has lipstick and all it takes is to remove

the lipstick. I don’t think it’s that trivial.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:39:29) You may be completely right, but what probability would you assign it? You

may be 10% wrong, but we’re betting all of humanity on this distribution. It seems irra-

tional.

Current AI

Lex Fridman

(01:39:39) Yeah, it’s de_nitely not like 1 or 0%. Yeah. What are your thoughts, by the

way, about current systems, where they stand? GPT-4.0, Claude 2, Grok, Gemini. On the

path to super intelligence, to agent-like super intelligence, where are we?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:40:02) I think they’re all about the same. Obviously there are nuanced diZerences,

but in terms of capability, I don’t see a huge diZerence between them. As I said, in my

opinion, across all possible tasks, they exceed performance of an average person. I

think they’re starting to be better than an average masters student at my university,

but they still have very big limitations. If the next model is as improved as GPT-4 versus

GPT-3, we may see something very, very, very capable.

Lex Fridman

(01:40:38) What do you feel about all this? I mean, you’ve been thinking about AI safety

for a long, long time. And at least for me, the leaps, I mean, it probably started with…

AlphaZero was mind-blowing for me, and then the breakthroughs with LLMs, even GPT-
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II, but just the breakthroughs on LLMs, just mind-blowing to me. What does it feel like

to be living in this day and age where all this talk about AGIs feels like it actually might

happen, and quite soon, meaning within our lifetime? What does it feel like?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:41:18) So, when I started working on this, it was pure science _ction. There was no

funding, no journals, no conferences known in academia would dare to touch anything

with the word singularity in it. And I was pretty tenured at the time, so I was pretty

dumb. Now you see Turing Award winners publishing in science about how far behind

we are according to them in addressing this problem.

(01:41:44) So, it’s de_nitely a change. It’s dincult to keep up. I used to be able to read

every paper on AI safety. Then I was able to read the best ones. Then the titles, and

now I don’t even know what’s going on. By the time this interview is over, they probably

had GPT-VI released, and I have to deal with that when I get back home.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:42:00) … GPT6 released and I have to deal with that when I get back home. So it’s

interesting. Yes, there is now more opportunities. I get invited to speak to smart peo-

ple.

Lex Fridman

(01:42:11) By the way, I would’ve talked to you before any of this. This is not like some

trend of AI… To me, we’re still far away. So just to be clear, we’re still far away from AGI,

but not far away in the sense… Relative to the magnitude of impact it can have, we’re

not far away, and we weren’t far away 20 years ago because the impact AGI can have is

on a scale of centuries. It can end human civilization or it can transform it. So this dis-

cussion about one or two years versus one or two decades or even a hundred years is

not as important to me, because we’re headed there. This is like a human, civilization

scale question. So this is not just a hot topic.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:43:01) It is the most important problem we’ll ever face. It is not like anything we had

to deal with before. We never had birth of another intelligence, like aliens never visited

us as far as I know, so-

Lex Fridman

(01:43:16) Similar type of problem, by the way. If an intelligent alien civilization visited

us, that’s a similar kind of situation.
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Roman Yampolskiy

(01:43:23) In some ways. If you look at history, any time a more technologically ad-

vanced civilization visited a more primitive one, the results were genocide. Every single

time.

Lex Fridman

(01:43:33) And sometimes the genocide is worse than others. Sometimes there’s less

suZering and more suZering.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:43:38) And they always wondered, but how can they kill us with those _re sticks and

biological blankets?

Lex Fridman

(01:43:44) I mean Genghis Khan was nicer. He oZered the choice of join or die.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:43:50) But join implies you have something to contribute. What are you contributing

to super-intelligence?

Lex Fridman

(01:43:56) Well, in the zoo, we’re entertaining to watch.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:44:01) To other humans.

Lex Fridman

(01:44:04) I just spent some time in the Amazon. I watched ants for a long time and

ants are kind of fascinating to watch. I could watch them for a long time. I’m sure

there’s a lot of value in watching humans, because we’re like… The interesting thing

about humans… You know like when you have a video game that’s really well-balanced?

Because of the whole evolutionary process, we’ve created, the society is pretty well-bal-

anced. Like our limitations as humans and our capabilities are balanced from a video

game perspective. So we have wars, we have conoicts, we have cooperation. In a game

theoretic way, it’s an interesting system to watch, in the same way that an ant colony is

an interesting system to watch. So if I was in alien civilization, I wouldn’t want to disturb

it. I’d just watch it. It’d be interesting. Maybe perturb it every once in a while in interest-

ing ways.

Roman Yampolskiy
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(01:44:51) Well, getting back to our simulation discussion from before, how did it hap-

pen that we exist at exactly like the most interesting 20, 30 years in the history of this

civilization? It’s been around for 15 billion years and that here we are.

Simulation

Lex Fridman

(01:45:06) What’s the probability that we live in a simulation?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:45:09) I know never to say 100%, but pretty close to that.

Lex Fridman

(01:45:14) Is it possible to escape the simulation?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:45:16) I have a paper about that. This is just the _rst page teaser, but it’s like a nice

30-page document. I’m still here, but yes.

Lex Fridman

(01:45:25) “How to hack the simulation,” is the title.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:45:27) I spend a lot of time thinking about that. That would be something I would

want super-intelligence to help us with and that’s exactly what the paper is about. We

used AI boxing as a possible tool for control AI. We realized AI will always escape, but

that is a skill we might use to help us escape from our virtual box if we are in one.

Lex Fridman

(01:45:50) Yeah. You have a lot of really great quotes here, including Elon Musk saying,

“What’s outside the simulation?” A question I asked him, what he would ask an AGI sys-

tem and he said he would ask, ” What’s outside the simulation?” That’s a really good

question to ask and maybe the follow-up is the title of the paper, is How to Get Out or

How to Hack It. The abstract reads, “Many researchers have conjectured that the hu-

mankind is simulated along with the rest of the physical universe. In this paper, we do

not evaluate evidence for or against such a claim. But instead ask a computer science

question, namely, can we hack it? More formally, the question could be phrased as

could generally intelligent agents placed in virtual environments _nd a way to jailbreak

out of the…” That’s a fascinating question. At a small scale, you can actually just con-

struct experiments. Okay. Can they? How can they?
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Roman Yampolskiy

(01:46:48) So a lot depends on intelligence of simulators, right? With humans boxing

super-intelligence, the entity in a box was smarter than us, presumed to be. If the simu-

lators are much smarter than us and the super intelligence we create, then probably

they can contain us, because greater intelligence can control lower intelligence, at least

for some time. On the other hand, if our super intelligence somehow for whatever rea-

son, despite having only local resources, manages to [inaudible 01:47:22] to levels be-

yond it, maybe it’ll succeed. Maybe the security is not that important to them. Maybe

it’s entertainment system. So there is no security and it’s easy to hack it.

Lex Fridman

(01:47:32) If I was creating a simulation, I would want the possibility to escape it to be

there. So the possibility of [inaudible 01:47:41] of a takeoZ or the agents become smart

enough to escape the simulation would be the thing I’d be waiting for.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:47:48) That could be the test you’re actually performing. Are you smart enough to

escape your puzzle?

Lex Fridman

(01:47:54) First of all, we mentioned Turing Test. That is a good test. Are you smart

enough… Like this is a game-

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:48:02) To A, realize this world is not real, it’s just a test.

Lex Fridman

(01:48:07) That’s a really good test. That’s a really good test. That’s a really good test

even for AI systems. No. Like can we construct a simulated world for them, and can

they realize that they are inside that world and escape it? Have you played around?

Have you seen anybody play around with rigorously constructing such experiments?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:48:36) Not speci_cally escaping for agents, but a lot of testing is done in virtual

worlds. I think there is a quote, the _rst one maybe, which talks about AI realizing but

not humans, is that… I’m reading upside down. Yeah, this one. If you…

Lex Fridman

(01:48:54) So the _rst quote is from SwiftOnSecurity. “Let me out,” the arti_cial intelli-

gence yelled aimlessly into walls themselves pacing the room. “Out of what?” the engi-
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neer asked. “The simulation you have me in.” “But we’re in the real world.” The machine

paused and shuddered for its captors. “Oh god, you can’t tell.” Yeah. That’s a big leap to

take, for a system to realize that there’s a box and you’re inside it. I wonder if a lan-

guage model can do that.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:49:35) They’re smart enough to talk about those concepts. I had many good philo-

sophical discussions about such issues. They’re usually at least as interesting as most

humans in that.

Lex Fridman

(01:49:46) What do you think about AI safety in the simulated world? So can you kind of

of create simulated worlds where you can play with a dangerous AGI system?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:50:03) Yeah, and that was exactly what one of the early papers was on, AI boxing,

how to leak-proof singularity. If they’re smart enough to realize they’re in a simulation,

they’ll act appropriately until you let them out. If they can hack out, they will. And if

you’re observing them, that means there is a communication channel and that’s

enough for a social engineering attack.

Lex Fridman

(01:50:27) So really, it’s impossible to test an AGI system that’s dangerous enough to

destroy humanity, because it’s either going to, what, escape the simulation or pretend

it’s safe until it’s let out? Either/or.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:50:45) Can force you to let it out and blackmail you, bribe you, promise you in_nite

life, 72 virgins, whatever.

Lex Fridman

(01:50:54) Yeah, it could be convincing. Charismatic. The social engineering is really

scary to me, because it feels like humans are very engineerable. We’re lonely, we’re

oawed, we’re moody, and it feels like a AI system with a nice voice can convince us to

do basically anything at an extremely large scale. It’s also possible that the increased

proliferation of all this technology will force humans to get away from technology and

value this like in-person communication. Basically, don’t trust anything else.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:51:44) It’s possible. Surprisingly, so at university I see huge growth in online courses
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and shrinkage of in-person, where I always understood in-person being the only value I

oZer. So it’s puzzling.

Lex Fridman

(01:52:01) I don’t know. There could be a trend towards the in-person because of Deep-

fakes, because of inability to trust the veracity of anything on the internet. So the only

way to verify is by being there in person. But not yet. Why do you think aliens haven’t

come here yet?

Aliens

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:52:27) There is a lot of real estate out there. It would be surprising if it was all for

nothing, if it was empty. And the moment there is advanced enough biological civiliza-

tion, kind of self-starting civilization, it probably starts sending out Von Neumann

probes everywhere. And so for every biological one, there are going to be trillions of

robot-populated planets, which probably do more of the same. So it is this likely statis-

tically

Lex Fridman

(01:52:57) So the fact that we haven’t seen them… one answer is we’re in a simulation.

It would be hard to simulate or it’d be not interesting to simulate all those other intelli-

gences. It’s better for the narrative.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:53:11) You have to have a control variable.

Lex Fridman

(01:53:12) Yeah, exactly. Okay. But it’s also possible that, if we’re not in a simulation,

that there is a great _lter. That naturally a lot of civilizations get to this point where

there’s super-intelligent agents and then it just goes… just dies. So maybe throughout

our galaxy and throughout the universe, there’s just a bunch of dead alien civilizations.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:53:39) It’s possible. I used to think that AI was the great _lter, but I would expect a

wall of computerium approaching us at speed of light or robots or something, and I

don’t see it.

Lex Fridman

(01:53:50) So it would still make a lot of noise. It might not be interesting, it might not
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possess consciousness. It sounds like both you and I like humans.

Human mind

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:54:01) Some humans.

Lex Fridman

(01:54:04) Humans on the whole. And we would like to preserve the oame of human

consciousness. What do you think makes humans special, that we would like to pre-

serve them? Are we just being sel_sh or is there something special about humans?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:54:21) So the only thing which matters is consciousness. Outside of it, nothing else

matters. And internal states of qualia, pain, pleasure, it seems that it is unique to living

beings. I’m not aware of anyone claiming that I can torture a piece of software in a

meaningful way. There is a society for prevention of suZering to learning algorithms,

but-

Lex Fridman

(01:54:46) That’s a real thing?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:54:49) Many things are real on the internet, but I don’t think anyone, if I told them,

“Sit down [inaudible 01:54:56] function to feel pain,” they would go beyond having an

integer variable called pain and increasing the count. So we don’t know how to do it.

And that’s unique. That’s what creates meaning. It would be kind of, as Bostrom calls it,

Disneyland without children if that was gone.

Lex Fridman

(01:55:16) Do you think consciousness can be engineered in arti_cial systems? Here, let

me go to 2011 paper that you wrote, Robot Rights. “Lastly, we would like to address a

sub-branch of machine ethics, which on the surface has little to do with safety, but

which is claimed to play a role in decision making by ethical machines, robot rights.” So

do you think it’s possible to engineer consciousness in the machines, and thereby the

question extends to our legal system, do you think at that point robots should have

rights?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:55:55) Yeah, I think we can. I think it’s possible to create consciousness in machines.
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I tried designing a test for it, with major success. That paper talked about problems

with giving civil rights to AI, which can reproduce quickly and outvote humans, essen-

tially taking over a government system by simply voting for their controlled candidates.

As for consciousness in humans and other agents, I have a paper where I proposed re-

lying on experience of optical illusions. If I can design a novel optical illusion and show

it to an agent, an alien, a robot, and they describe it exactly as I do, it’s very hard for me

to argue that they haven’t experienced that. It’s not part of a picture, it’s part of their

software and hardware representation, a bug in their which goes, “Oh, the triangle is

rotating.” And I’ve been told it’s really dumb and really brilliant by diZerent philoso-

phers. So I am still [inaudible 01:57:00].

Lex Fridman

(01:56:59) I love it. So-

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:57:02) But now we _nally have technology to test it. We have tools, we have AIs. If

someone wants to run this experiment, I’m happy to collaborate.

Lex Fridman

(01:57:09) So this is a test for consciousness?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:57:11) For internal state of experience.

Lex Fridman

(01:57:13) That we share bugs.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:57:15) It’ll show that we share common experiences. If they have completely diZer-

ent internal states, it would not register for us. But it’s a positive test. If they pass it

time after time, with probability increasing for every multiple choice, then you have no

choice. But do you ever accept that they have access to a conscious model or they are

themselves conscious.

Lex Fridman

(01:57:34) So the reason illusions are interesting is, I guess, because it’s a really weird

experience and if you both share that weird experience that’s not there in the bland

physical description of the raw data, that puts more emphasis on the actual experi-

ence.

Roman Yampolskiy
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(01:57:57) And we know animals can experience some optical illusion, so we know they

have certain types of consciousness as a result, I would say.

Lex Fridman

(01:58:04) Yeah, well, that just goes to my sense that the oaws and the bugs is what

makes humans special, makes living forms special. So you’re saying like, [inaudible

01:58:14]-

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:58:14) It’s a feature, not a bug.

Lex Fridman

(01:58:15) It’s a feature. The bug is the feature. Whoa, okay. That’s a cool test for con-

sciousness. And you think that can be engineered in?

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:58:23) So they have to be novel illusions. If it can just Google the answer, it’s use-

less. You have to come up with novel illusions, which we tried automating and failed. So

if someone can develop a system capable of producing novel optical illusions on de-

mand, then we can de_nitely administer that test on signi_cant scale with good results.

Lex Fridman

(01:58:41) First of all, pretty cool idea. I don’t know if it’s a good general test of con-

sciousness, but it’s a good component of that. And no matter what, it’s just a cool idea.

So put me in the camp of people that like it. But you don’t think a Turing Test-style imi-

tation of consciousness is a good test? If you can convince a lot of humans that you’re

conscious, that to you is not impressive.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:59:06) There is so much data on the internet, I know exactly what to say when you

ask me common human questions. What does pain feel like? What does pleasure feel

like? All that is Googleable.

Lex Fridman

(01:59:17) I think to me, consciousness is closely tied to suZering. So if you can illus-

trate your capacity to suZer… But I guess with words, there’s so much data that you can

pretend you’re suZering and you can do so very convincingly.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:59:32) There are simulators for torture games where the avatar screams in pain,

begs to stop. That’s a part of standard psychology research.
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Lex Fridman

(01:59:42) You say it so calmly. It sounds pretty dark.

Roman Yampolskiy

(01:59:48) Welcome to humanity.

Lex Fridman

(01:59:49) Yeah, yeah. It’s like a Hitchhiker’s Guide summary, mostly harmless. I would

love to get a good summary. When all this is said and done, when earth is no longer a

thing, whatever, a million, a billion years from now, what’s a good summary of what

happened here? It’s interesting. I think AI will play a big part of that summary and hope-

fully humans will too. What do you think about the merger of the two? So one of the

things that Elon and [inaudible 02:00:24] talk about is one of the ways for us to achieve

AI safety is to ride the wave of AGI, so by merging.

Neuralink

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:00:33) Incredible technology in a narrow sense to help with disabled. Just amazing,

support it 100%. For long-term hybrid models, both parts need to contribute some-

thing to the overall system. Right now we are still more capable in many ways. So hav-

ing this connection to AI would be incredible, would make me superhuman in many

ways. After a while, if I’m no longer smarter, more creative, really don’t contribute

much, the system _nds me as a biological bottleneck. And either explicitly or implicitly,

I’m removed from any participation in the system.

Lex Fridman

(02:01:11) So it’s like the appendix. By the way, the appendix is still around. So even if

it’s… you said bottleneck. I don’t know if we’ve become a bottleneck. We just might not

have much use. That’s a diZerent thing than a bottleneck

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:01:27) Wasting valuable energy by being there.

Lex Fridman

(02:01:30) We don’t waste that much energy. We’re pretty energy encient. We can just

stick around like the appendix. Come on now.

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:01:36) That’s the future we all dream about. Become an appendix to the history
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book of humanity.

Lex Fridman

(02:01:44) Well, and also the consciousness thing. The peculiar particular kind of con-

sciousness that humans have. That might be useful. That might be really hard to simu-

late. How would that look like if you could engineer that in, in silicon?

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:01:58) Consciousness?

Lex Fridman

(02:01:59) Consciousness.

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:02:01) I assume you are conscious. I have no idea how to test for it or how it im-

pacts you in any way whatsoever right now. You can perfectly simulate all of it without

making any diZerent observations for me.

Lex Fridman

(02:02:13) But to do it in a computer, how would you do that? Because you kind of said

that you think it’s possible to do that.

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:02:19) So it may be an emergent phenomena. We seem to get it through evolution-

ary process. It’s not obvious how it helps us to survive better, but maybe it’s an internal

kind of [inaudible 02:02:37], which allows us to better manipulate the world, simpli_es

a lot of control structures. That’s one area where we have very, very little progress. Lots

of papers, lots of research, but consciousness is not a big area of successful discovery

so far. A lot of people think that machines would have to be conscious to be dangerous.

That’s a big misconception. There is absolutely no need for this very powerful optimiz-

ing agent to feel anything while it’s performing things on you.

Lex Fridman

(02:03:11) But what do you think about the whole science of emergence in general? So I

don’t know how much you know about cellular automata or these simpli_ed systems

that study this very question. From simple rules emerges complexity.

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:03:25) I attended Wolfram Summer School.

Lex Fridman
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(02:03:29) I love Stephen very much. I love his work. I love cellular automata. I just

would love to get your thoughts how that _ts into your view in the emergence of intelli-

gence in AGI systems. And maybe just even simply, what do you make of the fact that

this complexity can emerge from such simple rules?

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:03:51) So the rule is simple, but the size of a space is still huge. And the neural net-

works were really the _rst discovery in AI. 100 years ago, the _rst papers were pub-

lished on neural networks. We just didn’t have enough compute to make them work. I

can give you a rule such as, start printing progressively larger strings. That’s it. One sen-

tence. It’ll output everything, every program, every DNA code, everything in that rule.

You need intelligence to _lter it out, obviously, to make it useful. But simple generation

is not that dincult, and a lot of those systems end up being Turing complete systems.

So they’re universal and we expect that level of complexity from them.

(02:04:36) What I like about Wolfram’s work is that he talks about irreducibility. You

have to run the simulation. You cannot predict what it’s going to do ahead of time. And

I think that’s very relevant to what we’re talking about with those very complex sys-

tems. Until you live through it, you cannot ahead of time tell me exactly what it’s going

to do.

Lex Fridman

(02:04:58) Irreducibility means that for a sunciently complex system, you have to run

the thing. You can’t predict what’s going to happen in the universe. You have to create a

new universe and run the thin. Big bang, the whole thing.

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:05:10) But running it may be consequential as well.

Lex Fridman

(02:05:13) It might destroy humans. And to you, there’s no chance that AI somehow car-

ries the oame of consciousness, the oame of specialness and awesomeness that is hu-

mans.

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:05:30) It may somehow, but I still feel kind of bad that it killed all of us. I would pre-

fer that doesn’t happen. I can be happy for others, but to a certain degree.

Lex Fridman

(02:05:41) It would be nice if we stuck around for a long time. At least give us a planet,
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the human planet. It’d be nice for it to be earth. And then they can go elsewhere. Since

they’re so smart, they can colonize Mars. Do you think they could help convert us to

Type I, Type II, Type III? Let’s just stick to Type II civilization on the Kardashev scale. Like

help us. Help us humans expand out into the cosmos.

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:06:13) So all of it goes back to are we somehow controlling it? Are we getting results

we want? If yes, then everything’s possible. Yes, they can de_nitely help us with science,

engineering, exploration in every way conceivable. But it’s a big if.

Lex Fridman

(02:06:30) This whole thing about control, though. Humans are bad with control be-

cause the moment they gain control, they can also easily become too controlling. It’s

the whole, the more control you have, the more you want it. It’s the old power corrupts

and the absolute power corrupts absolutely. And it feels like control over AGI, saying

we live in a universe where that’s possible. We come up with ways to actually do that.

It’s also scary because the collection of humans that have the control over AGI, they be-

come more powerful than the other humans and they can let that power get to their

head. And then a small selection of them, back to Stalin, start getting ideas. And then

eventually it’s one person, usually with a mustache or a funny hat, that starts sort of

making big speeches, and then all of a sudden you live in a world that’s either Nineteen

Eighty-Four or Brave New World, and always a war with somebody. And this whole idea

of control turned out to be actually also not bene_cial to humanity. So that’s scary too.

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:07:38) It’s actually worse because historically, they all died. This could be diZerent.

This could be permanent dictatorship, permanent suZering.

Lex Fridman

(02:07:46) Well, the nice thing about humans, it seems like, it seems like, the moment

power starts corrupting their mind, they can create a huge amount of suZering. So

there’s negative, they can kill people, make people suZer, but then they become worse

and worse at their job. It feels like the more evil you start doing, the-

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:08:08) At least they’re incompetent.

Lex Fridman

(02:08:09) Yeah. Well no, they become more and more incompetent, so they start losing

their grip on power. So holding onto power is not a trivial thing. It requires extreme
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competence, which I suppose Stalin was good at. It requires you to do evil and be com-

petent at it or just get lucky.

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:08:27) And those systems help with that. You have perfect surveillance, you can do

some mind reading I presume eventually. It would be very hard to remove control from

more capable systems over us.

Lex Fridman

(02:08:41) And then it would be hard for humans to become the hackers that escape

the control of the AGI because the AGI is so damn good, and then… Yeah, yeah. And

then the dictator is immortal. Yeah, this is not great. That’s not a great outcome. See,

I’m more afraid of humans than AI systems. I believe that most humans want to do

good and have the capacity to do good, but also all humans have the capacity to do

evil. And when you test them by giving them absolute power, as you would if you give

them AGI, that could result in a lot, a lot of suZering. What gives you hope about the

future?

Hope for the future

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:09:25) I could be wrong. I’ve been wrong before.

Lex Fridman

(02:09:29) If you look 100 years from now and you’re immortal and you look back, and

it turns out this whole conversation, you said a lot of things that were very wrong, now

looking 100 years back, what would be the explanation? What happened in those a

hundred years that made you wrong, that made the words you said today wrong?

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:09:52) There is so many possibilities. We had catastrophic events which prevented

development of advanced microchips.

Lex Fridman

(02:09:59) That’s not where I thought you were going to-

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:10:02) That’s a hopeful future. We could be in one of these personal universes, and

the one I’m in is beautiful. It’s all about me and I like it a lot.
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Lex Fridman

(02:10:09) Just to linger on that, that means every human has their personal universe.

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:10:14) Yes. Maybe multiple ones. Hey, why not?

Lex Fridman

(02:10:19) Switching.

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:10:19) You can shop around. It’s possible that somebody comes up with alternative

model for building AI, which is not based on neural networks, which are hard to scruti-

nize, and that alternative is somehow… I don’t see how, but somehow avoiding all the

problems I speak about in general terms, not applying them to speci_c architectures.

Aliens come and give us friendly super-intelligence. There is so many options.

Lex Fridman

(02:10:48) Is it also possible that creating super-intelligence systems becomes harder

and harder, so meaning it’s not so easy to do the [inaudible 02:11:01], the takeoZ?

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:11:04) So that would probably speak more about how much smarter that system is

compared to us. So maybe it’s hard to be a million times smarter, but it’s still okay to be

_ve times smarter. So that is totally possible. That I have no objections to.

Lex Fridman

(02:11:18) So there’s a S-curve-type situation about smarter, and it’s going to be like 3.7

times smarter than all of human civilization.

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:11:28) Right. Just the problems we face in this world. Each problem is like an IQ test.

You need certain intelligence to solve it. So we just don’t have more complex problems

outside of mathematics for it to be showing oZ. Like you can have IQ of 500. If you’re

playing tic-tac-toe, it doesn’t show. It doesn’t matter.

Lex Fridman

(02:11:44) So the idea there is that the problems de_ne your cognitive capacity. So be-

cause the problems on earth are not sunciently dincult, it’s not going to be able to ex-

pand its cognitive capacity.

Roman Yampolskiy
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(02:11:59) Possible.

Lex Fridman

(02:12:00) And wouldn’t that be a good thing, that-

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:12:03) It still could be a lot smarter than us. And to dominate long-term, you just

need some advantage. You have to be the smartest, you don’t have to be a million

times smarter.

Lex Fridman

(02:12:13) So even _ve X might be enough.

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:12:16) It’d be impressive. What is it? IQ of 1,000? I mean, I know those units don’t

mean anything at that scale, but still, as a comparison, the smartest human is like 200.

Lex Fridman

(02:12:27) Well, actually no, I didn’t mean compared to an individual human. I meant

compared to the collective intelligence of the human species. If you’re somehow _ve X

smarter than that…

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:12:38) We are more productive as a group. I don’t think we are more capable of

solving individual problems. Like if all of humanity plays chess together, we are not a

million times better than a world champion.

Lex Fridman

(02:12:50) That’s because there’s… like one S-curve is the chess. But humanity is very

good at exploring the full range of ideas. Like the more Einsteins you have, the more

just the higher probability to come up with general relativity.

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:13:07) But I feel like it’s more of a quantity super-intelligence than quality super-in-

telligence.

Lex Fridman

(02:13:11) Sure, but quantity and speed matters,

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:13:14) Enough quantity sometimes becomes quality, yeah.
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Meaning of life

Lex Fridman

(02:13:17) Oh man, humans. What do you think is the meaning of this whole thing?

We’ve been talking about humans and not humans not dying, but why are we here?

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:13:29) It’s a simulation. We’re being tested. The test is will you be dumb enough to

create super-intelligence and release it?

Lex Fridman

(02:13:36) So the objective function is not be dumb enough to kill ourselves.

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:13:42) Yeah, you are unsafe. Prove yourself to be a safe agent who doesn’t do that,

and you get to go to the next game.

Lex Fridman

(02:13:48) The next level of the game. What’s the next level?

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:13:50) I don’t know. I haven’t hacked the simulation yet.

Lex Fridman

(02:13:53) Well, maybe hacking the simulation is the thing.

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:13:55) I’m working as fast as I can.

Lex Fridman

(02:13:58) And physics would be the way to do that.

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:14:00) Quantum physics, yeah. De_nitely.

Lex Fridman

(02:14:02) Well, I hope we do, and I hope whatever is outside is even more fun than this

one, because this one’s pretty fun. And just a big thank you for doing the work you’re

doing. There’s so much exciting development in AI, and to ground it in the existential

risks is really, really important. Humans love to create stuZ, and we should be careful

not to destroy ourselves in the process. So thank you for doing that really important

work.
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Roman Yampolskiy

(02:14:32) Thank you so much for inviting me. It was amazing. And my dream is to be

proven wrong. If everyone just picks up a paper or book and shows how I messed it up,

that would be optimal.

Lex Fridman

(02:14:44) But for now, the simulation continues.

Roman Yampolskiy

(02:14:47) For now.

Lex Fridman

(02:14:47) Thank you, Roman.

(02:14:49) Thanks for listening to this conversation with Roman Yampolskiy. To support

this podcast, please check out our sponsors in the description. And now let me leave

you with some words from Frank Herbert in Dune. “I must not fear. Fear is the mind

killer. Fear is the little death that brings total obliteration. I will face fear. I will permit it

to pass over me and through me. And when it has gone past, I will turn the inner eye to

see its path. Where the fear has gone, there will be nothing. Only I will remain.”hank

you for listening and hope to see you next time.
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